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Abstract

It has long been thought that the United States education system is the great equalizer,
lifting less advantaged children out of poverty and improving their chances for success in
adulthood. The opportunity for economic and social mobility depends heavily, however, on
access to high quality education. Recent research has raised concerns about degradation in the
quality of schools serving higher-poverty neighborhoods: The achievement gap between lowand high-poverty students appears to have widened over the last quarter century (Reardon,
2011). In response to these concerns, federal, state, and local officials have enacted countless
education reforms to improve the outcomes of low-income students. This dissertation examines
two of those reforms to better understand how and if they are working.
The first paper focuses on California’s state education accountability reform, which
allowed the state to identify low-performing schools and target improvement efforts. The paper
concentrates on a previously unstudied potential consequence of the reform: Whether the
information on school academic performance, which had been previously unavailable, enabled
voters to hold local leadership accountable. The results indicate that voting behavior depends on
how well informed the voter is on school-related issues. Those who are less familiar with
current school operations are more likely to utilize summary performance information—such as
aggregate school test scores—to inform their choice of locally elected leader. Conversely,
constituents who are more familiar with current school policies often discard student
performance information. Taken together, these findings indicate that providing performance
information to the public does not guarantee greater accountability of local education leadership.

ix

The second and third papers assess a comprehensive reform to improve teacher and
principal talent in high-poverty, low-performing schools. While the reform has various
components, its main features are recruitment, retention, and performance bonuses for teachers
and principals in schools with a greater concentration of high-poverty students. The second
paper explores the intermediate outcomes of the reform by describing how it affected the
movement of teachers within the district. The paper finds that the reform significantly improved
the effectiveness of the teachers in the treatment schools. However, the improvements did not
stem from attracting higher-performing teachers or removing low-performing teachers. Instead,
the improvements were likely associated with a combination of effective leadership, improved
working conditions, and performance bonuses. The third paper expands on these findings by
exploring whether improving the talent within a school has an effect on student outcomes.
Results suggest that while the program was not effective during the first three years of
implementation, in the fourth year it shifted student performance by 0.28 standard deviations.
These results provide evidence that targeted performance bonuses for teachers and principals
could be used to improve academic performance in schools with large proportions of low-income
students.
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1. Does Information Change Voter Behavior? An Analysis of
California’s School Board Elections

Abstract
Government is increasingly allocating resources to measure the relative performance of
providers of public goods, but the effect of this information on voting behavior is relatively
unknown. In this paper, I study how voters react to performance information shocks in school
board elections. I employ a difference-in-difference approach that compares incumbent reelection rates before and after the implementation of California’s Public Schools Accountability
Act (PSAA) in districts discovered ex post to be high and low performing, relative to their
apparent peers. Using detailed district election data between 1995 and 2006, I find support that
in low-turnout years, voters tend to disregard new academic performance indicators in favor of
other forms of information. However, in high turnout years, voters use the academic
performance metrics to hold incumbents accountable, though I find little evidence that school
board members can affect the performance metric. Finally, I show suggestive evidence that
despite relatively uniform election coverage in the media, as time elapses and more information
becomes available, the incumbent re-election effects strengthen. Taken together, my findings
contribute a more nuanced understanding to the expressive and retrospective voting literature.

Over the last decade, local, state, and federal governments have invested significant public
dollars to create standardized metrics of comparison to aid policy-makers in their resource
allocation and help constituents understand if providers of important public goods are working
effectively and efficiently. Particularly since the passage of the federal law, No Child Left
1

Behind, the education sector has been particularly prolific in its use of standardized tests to
compare academic performance across geographies. The availability of information about
performance creates an opportunity for greater accountability of elected officials. For example,
if a school district performs poorly on standardized tests relative to other districts in the state,
presumably, voters can vote elected officials out of office. However, it remains relatively
unknown empirically if voters or candidates use this public information and how its uses vary.1
A growing domestic empirical literature analyzes voters’ responsiveness to information on
political candidates.2 In particular, several strong empirical studies examine how increased
information improves voters’ knowledge of a candidate and election-day turnout, and can have
consequences at the ballot (see Healy and Malhorta, 2013 for a recent analysis). A parallel
literature empirically investigates the importance of timing on electoral outcomes (Anzia, 2011;
Berry and Gersen, 2011; Anzia, 2012). The authors of these studies find that switching from an
off-cycle election3 year to an on-cycle election year decreases elected officials’ responses to
dominant interest groups. Despite these advancements, it remains an open question how a
“shock” in performance information affects voters with different electoral timing.
In this paper, I present new evidence on how a consistent signal of performance
information—test scores of a school district—affects school board electoral outcomes. In
1

An exception to this is Berry and Howell (2007) who examine the effect of performance accountability in South
Carolina in a cross-sectional setting.
2

There is a large international literature using information shocks to identify its effect on candidates and voters.
These studies show that when information on performance or service quality improves, it can enhance government
or program responsiveness to constituents, reduce corruption in the short run (Besley and Burgess, 2002; Reinikka
and Svensson, 2005; Olken, 2007; Bojrkman and Svensson, 2009), and promote electoral accountability (Ferraz and
Finn, 2008; Ferraz and Finn, 2009; Banerjee et al., 2010; Chong el al., 2010). Yet, other research has shown that
information can increase candidate corruption in the long run (Bobonis et al., 2010). Candidates selected for
random audits in previous periods, no longer fearing that they could be selected, actually increased their corruption
beyond the initial levels.
3

“Off-cycle election” refers to an election held on a different day than other major elections, such as a presidential
or gubernatorial election.

2

particular, it takes advantage of panel data to examine how constituents and candidates respond
to district performance information and how their composite reactions vary if the election is offor on-cycle. The analysis utilizes the state’s requirement, established under California’s Public
Schools Accountability Act (PSAA), to post publicly test score information, to rank schools of
similar demographic make-up, and to impose sanctions on poor performing schools after 1999.
There were no uniform reporting requirements or sanctions across the state for the four years
prior to PSAA.
My research design exploits the fact that I can identify districts that are similar on variety of
observable characteristics and that are discovered ex post – after PSAA takes effect – to be high
and low performing, relative to their apparent peers. I then use a difference-in-difference model
to identify the causal effect of this school performance information on incumbent re-election
rates. I am particularly interested in whether these effects differ in on-cycle (even years) and offcycle (odd years) election years. Based upon my theoretical framework, I expect to find a
difference in the treatment of information between on- and off-cycle elections. This allows me
to employ a triple difference model for the on-cycle elections where the third difference is
between even- and odd-year elections. Finally, I perform supplemental analyses to better
understand how the short-term effects of the program, the rerunning behavior of candidates,
media coverage, and the ability of a school board member to influence test scores can inform my
findings.
I find that in off-cycle years, test score information has no effect on voters’ decisions. In
fact, while not statistically significant, the sign of the effect indicates that voters might be
deliberately placing little weight on information on test scores. One interpretation of this result
is that information is only useful if it improves or reduces the noisiness of the voters’ prior

3

assessment, since it is likely that voters during these years are more directly involved with
schools (e.g., teachers, parents in the parent teacher association). An alternative view is that selfinterested groups represent a higher proportion of the votes in off-cycle elections and vote for
their narrow interests, disregarding the performance metric.
In years with higher voter turnout, low test scores have a negative effect on the reelection
rates in poorly performing districts. The results are robust to measuring test scores in levels as
well as gains (though the effects for gains are smaller in magnitude, providing some evidence
that voters care more about the absolute rather than improvements in performance). These
results have a corollary conclusion to the odd-year results: Either voters do not pay attention to
the day-to-day operations of schools and hence use summative metrics like the Academic
Performance Index, or that the electorate is collectively less self-interested in this measure of
school performance than those in off-cycle years.
Next, I try to further undercover the make-up of the effects I observe during the on-cycle
years. First, I try to separate whether the effect I observe arises from the accountability reforms
or mainly from the information requirement of the law by exploring the short-term effects of
PSAA. As the accountability reforms took several years to take effect, the early analysis should
highlight information’s effect on voters. I find more than 2/3 of the overall effect’s magnitude
stems for informing the public. Yet, it seems more likely that the difference I observe between
even- and odd-cycles is due to longer-term effects. Second, since the effect I observe is a
composite of candidates’ rerun and voters voting behavior, I examine the rerun behavior of
incumbents. I find surprisingly little evidence that candidates incorporate the increase in
information in their rerun decisions and the majority of the effect is driven by voters removing
incumbents.

4

Finally, I explore two possible reasons for the effects that I observe. First, I perform a simple
analysis as to assess whether school board members have much control over academic outcomes
by examining the test score growth rates after the election of a new school board member. I find
that when new members are elected to the board, school districts do not experience changes in
performance. This result possibly indicates that a rational voter would throw out metrics like
performance due to beliefs that a single school board member has little influence on test scores –
such as I find during the off-cycle election years. Second, I present some correlational evidence
that the more accessible and longer information is available on school, district, and state
websites, the stronger the effects are between even and odd cycle years. This result holds despite
relatively consistent levels of media coverage over the eight years post-reform.
However, unfortunately, both of these investigations for the underlying reasons suffer from
data limitation. Ideally in additional to the detailed voting data, I would have reports of who
teachers unions endorsed. This would enable to understand whether union strength is greater
during the off-cycle elections, and corroborate what other authors have found and place my
finding about new school board members in a more complete context. Further, it would be ideal
to have information about website usage or even detailed local newspaper and non-print media
coverage during on- and off-cycle elections rather than the crude tool of newspaper mentions
from a large database. These limitations mean than future research must work to uncover the
“black box” of why I observe these effects.
Overall, my results reflect a nuanced perspective regarding the role of information on
political accountability. In particular, more information does not always mean that it will affect
voter’s choice. Yet, since much of the prior literature’s elections are coordinated with national
and state-wide elections, my results are consistent with prior research that information enhances

5

political accountability during major election cycles. Voters tend to punish incumbents in school
districts that perform poorly on the state accountability scale. At the same time, I also raise some
doubts whether standardized test scores are the correct metric that should be used to evaluate the
performance of school board members. This question should make policy-makers cautious when
designing information accountability system. Finally, my paper lends some support to the value
of websites and graphics that allow districts, cities, and the federal government to illustrate their
performance for those who tend to incorporate the information. These simple visuals (assuming
they gain viewership) could be an important check, beyond the media, on electoral power.
This paper proceeds in six sections. The first section provides background on school board
elections in California and the state’s Public Schools Accountability Act. The second section
provides a framework to assess my results. The third section describes the data. The fourth
section lays out my empirical model. Fifth, I review the results, and finally, I conclude.

1.1 Background on California School Board Elections and Accountability
1.1.1. California School Board Elections
School board elections provide a unique environment to test theories of information and
accountability. While federal and state education departments mandate some policy decisions,
most of the power to determine the educational vision, goals, and policy for a district resides at
the local level. Much like corporate boards, the school board focuses on the ends, while their
elected official, the superintendent (the CEO of a school district) focuses on the means. The
board’s objective is to align the goals, standards, and strategy with the budget of the school
district. They are also responsible for using data and public testimony to assess their progress

6

towards these goals and make corrections as are needed. One of their key metrics to evaluate
school performance in the modern day, are standardized test scores. Finally, unlike other locally
elected officials, like a mayor, school boards central focus is on a single public good: a student’s
education. This combination of a standardized metric of performance and the primary function
of providing each student with the highest quality education means school board elections are an
excellent stage to assess my research questions.
California is an interesting landscape to assess school board elections because of its diversity.
School districts in the state can contain only elementary schools (K-8), only high schools (9-12),
or they may be “unified” and include elementary and high schools. In the 2011-12 school year,
there were 540 elementary, 80 high school, and 338 unified school districts.4 Even among these
broad classifications, school districts can range significantly in population size and diversity.
About 10 percent of all districts are "very small" (serving fewer than 100 students) according to a
Legislative Analyst Office report in 2011.5 Moreover, 230 of the state's districts contain only a
single school. These “small districts” can be contrasted with Los Angeles Unified School
District (LAUSD) that manages 937 schools and serves over 650,000 students.6 Furthermore,
while LAUSD’s student population is 90 percent non-white, Laguna Beach Unified’s non-white
population is 18 percent.7 This heterogeneity enhances the generalizability of my findings to
other states.
The timing of California’s school board elections is fairly unique, and recent evidence has
shown that timing of elections is important. California is one of eight states with a mixture of
4

California Department of Education, http://www.ed-data.k12.ca.us/Pages/Home.aspx

5

California Legislative Analyst Office,
http://www.lao.ca.gov/reports/2011/edu/district_consolidation/district_consolidation_050211.aspx

6

California Department of Education, http://www.ed-data.k12.ca.us/Pages/Home.aspx

7

Ibid.
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on-cycle and off-cycle elections (Anzia, 2011). While a considerable political science literature
examines the effect of non-presidential and off-cycle elections on voter turnout,8 a much smaller
and emerging literature has examined some of the policy and voting consequences of these offcycle elections (Dunne, Reed, and Wilbanks, 1997; Trounstine, 2010; Anzia, 2011; Berry and
Gersen, 2011; Anzia, 2012). Many of these studies focus on teachers unions, the largest and
most powerful interest group during these elections (Moe 2006; 2009). They find that changing
the timing of voting translates into much lower voter turnout, which favors organized interest
groups (Anzia, 2011; Berry and Gersen 2011; Anzia, 2012). The lower turnout allows teachers’
unions to wield greater power on the elected board, translating into higher teacher compensation.
For my analysis, I utilize the difference in voter turnout between elections during even and
odd years. In California, almost 40 percent of school board elections in my data occur in “offcycle” years (e.g., 1999). Figure 1 shows the turnout rate, defined by the total number of school
board votes in my sample divided by the number of registered voters reported on the California
Secretary of State website.9
Similar to the findings of the previously mentioned literature, I find that voter turnout is
lower during off-cycle elections. Turnout rates are about a third to a quarter lower in the offcycle years when compared with the even years. With one exception, California’s special
election for governor in 2005, voter turnout in odd years is consistently lower than 20 percent of
registered voters. As others have found, this pattern leads me to believe that the nature of these
elections are different. During the odd election years, it seems likely that voters are more likely
to be parents actively engaged in their children’s schools and/or teachers and administrators
8

Although not complete, see Wolfinger and Rosenstone, 1981; Patternson and Caldeira, 1983; Hess, 2002.

9

Note that these participation rates differ from Berry and Gersen (2011) because they used voting-age residents
rather than registered voters as reported by the state. In addition, they need to throw out several important large
districts from their data, such as Los Angeles Unified School District and San Francisco Unified School District.

8

directly involved with schools. For these odd-year voters, a comprehensive score like the
Academic Performance Index may not be as informative since they may be closely involved in
the day-to-day activities of the school/district, or as some have argued, may care more about an
interest group’s endorsement than performance of the district (Moe 2006; 2009; Anzia, 2011;
Anzia, 2012).
1.1.2. Standardized Tests and Accountability in California
Although California has a history of measuring students’ academic performance, the state
lacked a common measurement system for several years leading up to accountability reform.
From 1990 to 1995, California used the California Learning Assessment System (CLAS) to
measure students’ academic outcomes. However, after poor performance on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress, sometimes referred to as the nation’s report card as it
provides rankings across states, CLAS was discontinued. School districts then selected their
own tests, making it impossible to compare student performance across the state. In an effort to
remedy this problem and enable reward of “good” schools and punishment of “bad” schools,
California enacted the Public Schools Accountability Act (PSAA) in April 1999. PSAA has
three main components: the Academic Performance Index (API), the Immediate
Intervention/Underperforming Schools Program (II/USP), and the Governor’s Performance
Award (GPA).10
By identifying how schools were performing, the state could reward good schools, and
provide additional monetary assistance to schools that consistently fail. Schools that continually
miss targets become labeled as II/USP, which requires them to offer additional tutoring for

10

2008-09 Academic Performance Index Report: Information Guide.
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ap/documents/infoguide08.pdf
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students, provide options for sending students to an alternative school, or close programs down
entirely. The law also created a “similar school ranking” by identifying 100 school cohorts of
similar schools based upon observable characteristics and ranking them by deciles. Given the
circumstances in 1998, the introductory API scores represented a significant increase in the
information available to voters on the performance of school districts.
For this study, I focus on the information conveyed in the API score. The API is a numeric
index between 200 and 1,000 and reflects a school’s performance across all standardized tests
administered by the state. As a composite index, it combines into a single score the results of all
the tests from the Standardized Testing and Reporting Program (e.g., math, English and subject
tests) with the California High School Exit Exam. Depending on where a school falls on the
scale, a certain amount of growth is required every year to comply with PSAA. For example, if a
school is between 200 and 690, the required growth to pass is five percent of the difference
between the school’s score and 800. The first baseline API scores were collected in 1999, and
schools were subject to accountability in 2000.

1.2. Information and Election Timing Framework
The following framework is to clarify some of the underlying incentives and policy results
for an information shock when the timing of an election varies. In particular, I briefly discuss
the retrospective voting literature. Then I use a simple cost and benefit model of voting behavior
to show how the median voter changes based upon the specific election. The cost-benefit
framework is based upon the work of Dunne, Reed, and Wilbanks 1997 as well as the theoretical
model developed by Banerjee et al., 2010.
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1.2.1 Retrospective Voting and Accountability/Information
Retrospective voting, how citizens respond to their perception of government performance,
plays a key role in democratic accountability (Besley, 2006; Ashworth, 2012). Until recently,
much of the empirical work has focused on economic retrospective voting – the use of economic
performance indicators to hold candidates accountable (Anderson, 2007). However, there are
several reasons to be concerned about the validity of the observed effects of economic
retrospective voting including, but not limited to: 1) the extent to which a politician’s fiscal
policy can influence the larger economy, 2) what are the “right” economic indicators to utilize,
and 3) the right counterfactual – what the economy would have been like under a different
candidate (Healy and Malhotra, 2013). To address some of these concerns a recent portion of the
literature has begun to explore non-economic indicators, such as test scores, disaster response,
and war causalities (Berry and Howell, 2007; Healy and Malhotra, 2009; Bechtel and
Hainmueller, 2011; Karol and Miguel, 2007; Kriner and Shen, 2007; Grose and Oppenheimer,
2007). These studies generally find that voters respond to positive and adverse information
about candidates.
This paper builds upon this literature by using test score performance to understand
retrospective voting in school board elections. As noted above, a school board’s central goal is
to produce a high quality education for students and it can be evaluated using a standardized
metric: test scores. After the introduction of accountability in California, my data allows me to
identify districts that appear similar based upon observables characteristics, but differ based upon
their students’ performance. If voters use this information to hold candidates accountable, we
would expect to see differential incumbent reelection rates between “low” and “high”
performance districts.
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It’s important to note here that up until this point, that I have used information and
accountability interchangeably, since an important component of the accountability reforms was
providing information to the public. However, accountability, sanctions and rewards for
performance of a district/school, itself could be driving any effects that I observe. However,
since the reasons and actions items for low performing school improvement were not due to the
state until January 2002, it is possible to separate the effect of accountability and information
empirically during the early years of the program.
1.2.2. Election Timing
To understand how the median voter might change for different types of elections (e.g., onor off-cycle), first consider a single jurisdiction comprised of different voter types utilized in
Dunne, Reed, and Wilbanks (1997). To illustrate the different interest groups, the authors
consider a cash transfer allocated by school boards. The first group is teachers and
administrators who receive a direct benefit from the resource transfer, presumably in the form of
salary and benefits increases. The teachers and administrators are the smallest fraction of
registered voters. The second group is parents who experience an indirect benefit from the
resource transfer through enhanced quality of education for their children.11 Parents make-up a
larger portion of the electorate than teachers. The final group is the general electorate that
experiences positive externalities from high-quality education through reduced crime and other
outcomes. These voters are largest group among registered voters.
I now consider these types of voters within a cost-benefit framework. Consider a benefit
Bi(n, e), which is a function of n, the number of voters and e, the number of elections on the
ballot. The benefit is indexed by i, the type of voter. The benefit is decreasing at a decreasing
11

Note that empirically, the relationship between school expenditures and education quality has been shown to be
weak (Hanushek, 1997). However, for expositional purposes, it makes sense to highlight the connections.
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rate in n and increasing in e. Benefits can be ranked by the type of voter with teachers and
administrators receiving the largest benefit and the general electorate receiving the least based
upon the example in the prior paragraph. The changes in type can be thought of as an intercept
shift in the benefit. Based upon this ranking, different groups have different incentives to
turnout, holding the number of voters constant. There is a fixed cost, ̅ , of voting in an election.
Next I consider how these costs and benefits differ from year-to-year. The cost of attending
the polls is fixed because staying informed, etc., does not vary between an even and odd years.
In other types of elections it might be more costly to acquire information during the off-cycle
elections, however based upon a media scan in Lexis-Nexis of the term “school board,” and
“California” I find little difference in the print media coverage of school boards. Furthermore,
there is virtually no television and radio transcript coverage of school board elections in LexisNexis indicating that this cost assumption is reasonable. In contrast, the benefit of voting does
vary from year to year. As there are more elections on the ballot during even years (e.g.,
presidential as well as school board elections) the benefits are higher for everyone during these
years. Using the formulation above we can write a simple turnout equations where it must be
true that

,

̅ . Considering this equation, those with the highest benefits (e.g., teachers

and administrators) will turnout in years when the number of elections on the ballot is small
(e.g., only the school board is on the ballot). Presumably this logic helps to create the pattern
noted in Figure 1. Based upon this model, the median voter will be closer to the administrator
and teacher group when the timing of the election includes fewer elections on the ballot.
Continuing with the example of the three voter types, we can also understand how useful
standardized test score would be. Teachers and administrators are likely the most informed
voters, while the 18 year old with no children in the school system is unlikely to follow the day-
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to-day operations of the school. Thus, a sudden increase in the amount information about a
school will be least useful to those with the most information, teachers and administrators. An
important parallel argument is special interest groups, teacher unions, might be the most likely to
vote their interest over objective information on schools (Moe 2006; 2009; Anzia, 2011; Anzia,
2012). Both of these will result in the same observed outcome in my data, that voters with a
median closer to teachers and administrators will be more likely to disregard objective
information shocks in elections. Conversely, those voters who are least informed are more likely
to utilize publically available information for their election decision.
Within the context of my data, I use this framework to make several predictions. Based upon
the framework developed above, when there is the smallest benefit (odd-year elections with only
the school board on the ballot) only those most motivated turn out. These voters will be more
likely to be part of interest groups (e.g. teachers, parents) who monitor decisions of the school
boards more closely. Thus, empirically, we would expect to see the odd-year voters disregard
the API. During even years, Figure 1 shows electoral participation is relatively high and likely
shifts the median voter towards the general electorate because the benefits of having a nationalor state-level office on the ballot increases the voting benefit. However, this means that the
median voter knows less about their local school board elections. If this is the case, empirically
we should observe that voters are more responsive to the API.

1.3. Data
The data used for this analysis is a combination of three large datasets. First and most
importantly, I use the California Election Data Archive (CEDA) compiled by California State
University, Sacramento to analyze voting behavior. CEDA has detailed local election results,
including election date and office, as well as the number of votes received by each candidate
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running for office for all state elections and ballot initiatives in California from 1995 through
2006.12 From this dataset, I kept all school board elections held during the period.
I merged these data with detailed information from the California Department of Education
(CDE) API data files. These data files not only include the API scores for 1999-2006, but other
school characteristics, including the California School Character Index (SCI) and its
components. The SCI calculates predicted API scores by taking into account important
characteristics of schools that might make them higher or lower performers.13 The SCI uses
characteristics, such as pupil mobility14, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, percent of teachers who
are emergency and fully credentialed15, percent of English language learners, average class size
per grade level, and type of school year (e.g., all year round or nine months), to estimate a single
index. All the school-level data, including the SCI and API are aggregated up to the district level
by weighting each school by its proportion of district enrollment.
Finally, in order to include district demographics prior to 1999, I use the National Center for
Education Statistics Common Core of Data (CCD). The CCD collects basic racial composition
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There were some inconsistencies with the data. Sometimes the sum of the individual votes did not equal the total,
the percentage of the vote share did not match the percentage reported, or one of these three variables was missing.
In these cases, I imputed the variable based upon the other available variables. In all cases, at least two of the three
variables needed to calculate the third were available.
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The SCI uses a regression-based method to construct the index, by regressing the API score on factors including:
pupil mobility, pupil ethnicity, the education level of parents, the percentage of free or reduced price lunch in the
school, percentage of students classified as English language learners, if the school is multi-track or a year-round
school, average class size, and percentage of credentialed teachers. After estimating the regression, the actual
school characteristics are multiplied by the regression coefficients to yield the index value. There are a handful of
other small augmentations. For further detail on the process, see the document available on the California
Department of Education website: http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ap/documents/tdgreport0400.pdf. The SCI is then
used to create cohorts of similar schools and the state reports a similar school rank. The similar school rank is not
used for accountability purposes.
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“Pupil mobility” is defined as the percent of students who first attended the school.
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In the teaching profession, in order to teach, it is required that the teacher be certified by the state. However, in
cases where there are no certified teachers available, districts do allow “emergency credentialing” that allows
someone without a credential to teach in the classroom.
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and the percentage of free/reduced price lunch students (a proxy for poverty) for all schools in
the United States.
To construct treatment and comparison groups, I consider a “slightly sophisticated voter”
who examines the API scores of similar school districts in the state to compare against his
district’s API score. I elect this method because being able to rank similar schools is an
important part of PSAA.16 To accomplish this, I use the SCI index. I rank ordered the SCI and
matched each district to its closest in composition, as measured by SCI, without replacement.
Within each pair, I noted which school had the worse API score and designated them in the
treatment group. Thus, the post-period voting record in the revealed higher performing school
districts provide the estimate of the “counterfactual”—similar districts with better performing
school board members.
Because parents needed to make decisions about locating in school districts based solely on
observable factors, it seems reasonable that prior to the test score release in 1999/2000 they
would view two districts on the SCI index as similar in quality.17 Then the 1999/2000 API score
provides a strong signal of quality.
The top panel of Table 1 reports observable characteristics of high- and low-performing
districts for even and odd years using my preferred method to assign the groups: the SCI. Based
upon the p-values reported in columns (3) and (6), the observable characteristics of the two
samples, with the exception of the API score, are not statistically different from one another. Of
course, by design, the 1999 API scores differ significantly, where the high-performing group
consists of higher performing districts.
16

Note that I consider other methods in my specification checks in the results section.
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The exact weighting by parent of certain district/school characteristics could be different than the weights in the
calculated SCI (e.g., only placing weight on school race or percent free/reduced lunch). However, absent knowing
these weights, the SCI is a good approximation.
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In the lower panel, we see that prior to the state accountability standards, there is no
difference in the incumbent rerun and re-election rates except in the odd years the high
performing group is a little more likely to rerun. This could potentially bias the outcome
downward, which I will address in my results section.

1.4. Basic Empirical Model
To analyze whether I observe retrospective voting for the California school board elections I
use a difference-in-difference estimation strategy. In particular, I am interested if after the
introduction of PSAA whether the incumbent reelection rates change differently for the relatively
lower performing district. To estimate this I use the following equation:
vit  1lowperformit * postt   2 lowperformit   3 postt   4 X it  t t  d i   it

(1)

Where vit is incumbent re-election rates for district i in period t, lowperformit is an indicator
for a lower performing district, postt is an indicator which is 1 for all years after 1998, Xit is a
vector of observed district covariates18, tt is a vector of year fixed effects, and di is a vector of
district fixed effects. It is important to note here than any unobserved factors not accounted for
by matching on SCI will be accounted for with the district fixed effects. The key coefficients of
interest will be β1, which will indicate the percentage point change in the incumbent re-election
variable due to the implementation of PSAA identify which districts with similar observable
characteristics are higher or lower performing. I calculate Bertrand et al., (2004) standard errors
by block bootstrapping (i.e., clustered at the district level) 400 samples. For further reference on
this technique, see Bertrand et al. (2004).
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Note that this set of covariates is less complete than those in the API files since I use the Common Core data for
these covariates. It consists of measures of poverty and race within the district.
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1.5. Results
1.5.1. The effect of PSAA on incumbent reelection rates in odd years
Figure 2 plots reelection rates on the vertical axis and the horizontal axis displays the
calendar years before and after the implementation of PSAA (with the year of PSAA denoted
year 0) for the odd years (e.g., year 0 equals 1999). The vertical line in this graph separates the
pre- and post-implementation periods. Although these numbers are not regression adjusted, the
figure demonstrates a graphical form of the basic difference-in-difference model. This simple
graph does not allow for a thorough analysis of PSAA in the odd years, but it does show
preliminary evidence that the high- and low-performing groups tend to mimic each other fairly
closely indicating there is no effect of the revealed performance information for these voters.
Table 2 presents several specifications for the difference-in-difference models during the odd
election years. In column (1) I present the simple difference-in-difference model shown
graphically with year fixed effects in the model. We cannot distinguish the coefficient from
zero. While that is the case, the coefficient sign takes a positive value indicating that lower
performing incumbents are more likely to be reelected in periods after the release of additional
information. Column (2) adds key controls and column (3) adds district fixed effects to the
model, but this does not change the significance and only increases the magnitude of the
coefficient. Graphically we can see that this effect might be largely driven by the 2005 election
(three odd election cycles after accountability reform), which as noted above was unusual
because of the special election held that year. Column (4) reruns the specification in column (3)
excluding 2005 from the analysis. While this does reduce the magnitude of the coefficient, it
remains positive and not statistically different than zero. Thus, the fact that incumbents in worse
performing districts tend to have higher reelection rates after the implementation of PSAA seems
to be robust to various specifications.
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In line with the theoretical prediction, these results provide preliminary support that odd-year
voters are throwing out the information on API score although the effect is not statistically
different than zero. The fact that we can’t distinguish the effect from zero means the odd years
provide an important comparison group to the even years that I will discuss further in the next
section.
1.5.2. The effect of PSAA on incumbent reelection rates in even years
The way to test if there is a statistical difference between even and odd years, would be to
compare (1) high- and low-performing districts, (2) before and after the implementation of
PSAA, and (3) between even years and odd years. The best model to test this would be a
difference-in-difference-in-difference strategy. Now our new empirical model equation is:

vite  1lpit * postt * evene   2 eveni * postt   3evene * lpit   4lpit * postt 
 5 eveni   6lpit   7 postt   8 X it  tt  d i   ite

(2)

where e indexes even or odd year and evene is an indicator variable if it is an even or odd
year. I have abbreviated the lower performing variable to lpit. The other variables in equation
(2) are similar to those discussed in equation (1). In this case, the three-way interaction term
between lower performing, post and even represents the estimate of PSAA effect in even years
on the incumbent’s reelection rates.
Prior to assessing the third difference it is important to see graphically if there is a
relationship between the high- and low-performing group in the pre- and post-intervention time
period. Figure 3 shows the relationship between incumbent reelection rates and the number of
election years since PSAA for high and low performing districts. This figure is parallel to Figure
2.
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We want to be caution once again, since these are unadjusted numbers, however, prior to
PSAA we see that the treatment and comparison group have relatively parallel trajectories, the
key identifying assumption for a difference-in-difference model. However, after the
implementation the treatment group experiences a rapid decline in reelection rates. The lower
rate persists throughout the three even post-intervention election cycles.
The first column of Table 3 presents the even year difference-in-difference model using
specification (3) in Table 2.

As expected, based upon Figure 3, we see a significant negative

effect of PSAA on being reelected to office in the post-period. These results confirm that voters
during the even years are voting lower performing districts out of office at a higher rate than the
their higher performing counterparts in the post-PSAA period. Thus, voters are holding
incumbents accountable during the even years.
The second column shows the triple difference estimate with controls, years and district fixed
effects in the model. This increases the magnitude of the effect and is also statistically
significant at the 5 percent level. The increase in magnitude clearly shows that when compared
to the odd-year electorate, the even-year voters are much more likely to use API scores to hold
incumbents accountable. These results show that PSAA had an effect on incumbent reelection
rates compared to the off-cycle years. Since the mean reelection rate is 65 percent, a 13
percentage point reduction is almost a 20 percent decline in the reelection rates of incumbents.
Thus, the release of information had a practical effect on the incumbent election rates.
Up till this point of the paper, we have been examining the API levels as the key criterion
voter use to assess school board performance. However, as mentioned in the data section, for
most school districts with scores under 800, the PSAA law holds schools accountable based upon
the growth of the scores from the prior year. In addition, the growth score is a better metric for
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the efficacy of the board since it demonstrates how much things improve year-over-year. The
growth score is also reported by most districts along with the level score. The third column of
Table 3 replicates the difference-in-difference specification in column (1) for the gains in even
years. The difference-in-difference model provides evidence that while voters react to the
information in the direction we expect based upon the pervious results, because we can’t
distinguish this effect from zero, it appears voters do not focus on gains as much as the overall
API. However, when compared to the voters of the odd years, the magnitude of the estimate is
similar to the levels model. Once again we see that the DD estimates show that in the postPSAA period voters reelected incumbents at a differential rate in the lower performing districts.
But when compared with the off-cycle electorate, it is clear that the two groups use the API
differently from one another. The gains DD and DDD results provide some qualitative evidence
that while the gains a district makes in API are important; the focus of voters is on the absolute
score.
1.5.3. Robustness checks
Table 4 presents several alternative specifications to assess the sensitivity of the estimates.
First I construct an alternative treatment groups. In specification 1, I assume a less nuanced
voter who does not care about the demographics and other factors of the district and only cares if
the district is high or low performing. To accomplish this specification, I assign the lowest
quartile of school districts as my treatment group and the remaining sample is the comparison
group.19 These results show weaker, but similar effects as Table 3 for the levels model. I repeat
this for the gains score; however, small gains could be because it is hard for a high performing
district to improve. This fact means that the lower quartile of gains lumps districts across the
19

One quarter is fairly arbitrary, thus I varied the break point by +/- 20 percentage points with qualitatively similar
results to those presented here.
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performance spectrum into the treatment group. With this understanding, it is reasonable that the
gains specification should be interpreted differently than they are in Table 3.
Second, rather than identify a treatment and comparison group based upon SCI or API, I
incorporate both metrics, API-SCI, into my model directly. The new variable is a continuous
treatment measure that identifies the performance of a district (API) above or below its expected
performance based upon the characteristics of the district (SCI). I then plug my new measure in
place of β1 in equation (1) and (2).20 In this case rather than a negative effect, we hope to observe
a positive relationship between the continuous measure and incumbent election rates. This effect
would mean that as a district improves its performance over what is expected, incumbent
reelection rates should increase. In fact, in specification 2 in Table 4, this is what we observe for
the even-year difference-in-difference. The point estimate indicates that for a one point
improvement in API above the SCI increases incumbent reelection rates by 0.4 percentage points
though it is only marginally statistically significant. A one standard deviation in API-SCI is
about 50 point which would increase reelection rates by 20 percentage point. For the triple
difference, the observed effect is not statistically different than zero, though like the estimates in
Table 3, it is double the size of the difference-in-difference specification.
A third concern to the observed effect is that many of the school board elections are
uncontested (i.e., close to 40% of my sample). Uncontested elections build in a mechanical
relationship in my data such that regardless of the API score, the incumbent will be elected. To
address this potential concern, I include a dummy variable in the equation indicating whether or
not the election was contested. The results are in the third row of Table 4 show that while
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For equation (2), I plug in the continuous measure and multiple it by even and include all the underlying
interactions.
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uncontested election slightly reduce the magnitude of my estimates, compared to Table 3, they
have a minimal effect overall.
Finally, as noted in Figure 1 and 2, 2005 was an unusual election year and there is some
indication that it skews the results. As such, I run a specification without 2005 or 2006 in the
model to see if it changes the result. This specification does not substantively change the results
in Table 3. Taken together, my results are robust to alternative specifications of the estimates.
1.5.4. Decomposition of the treatment effects
Until this point in the analysis, I have combined the effect associated with the additional
information required by PSAA and the accountability mechanisms that it put in place. To
disentangle these effects I employ an additional strategy. While the information on test scores
were available immediately, the sanctions associated with PSAA were not fully put in place until
several years after the implementation of PSAA. Thus, if I observe an effect, especially in the
difference-in-difference model for the early years of PSAA, it will provide evidence that the
effect is due to information rather than accountability. The first column of Table 5 shows the
even-year difference-in-difference estimator in Table 3 column (1) where I exclude 2001-2006
from the model (i.e., the only post-PSAA year is 2000). While not statistically significant, the
magnitude of the effect is more than 2/3 of the size of that observed in Table 3. As such, there is
evidence that potentially a large portion of the observe effect in Table 3 is related to simply the
provision of information. However, the second column of Table 5 shows the triple difference
effect for the same time period. Here we observe the magnitude makes up a much smaller
portion of the total effect in Table 3. Yet, the triple difference specification measures something
slightly different than the difference-in-difference model. It measures how different types of
voters use the information/accountability. It is less likely that I would observe an effect of
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accountability using the triple difference between even and odd-year because accountability
should not affect schools differentially based upon the timing of their election. Thus, even
though the difference in the earlier years of PSAA is relatively small compared to the overall
effect that I observe in Table 3, I still believe the effect is mainly due to information rather than
accountability.
Second, an important piece of the analysis is not only whether voters react, but do candidates
react strategically to the information. The effects that I observe in Table 3 are a composite of
candidates deciding not to rerun because of PSAA and the incumbents being defeated. To better
understand where the effect stems from, I perform a separate analysis of the candidate rerun
behavior using similar models. Table 7 replicates the even- and odd-year analysis for the
difference-in-difference model as well as the triple difference. While the signs of these effects
go in the same direction as what we observed in the Tables 2 and 3, the magnitudes are too small
to differentiate them from zero. However, the magnitudes of the coefficients tend to be about 1/3
to 1/2 of the size of the total effect. Therefore, some of the effect can be explained based upon
incumbents declining to rerun for office.
1.5.5. The effect of print media on the implementation of PSAA
Berry and Howell (2007) observe an initial effect of information in South Carolina’s 2000
school board elections that fades away in the 2002 and 2004. They explore this pattern and
conclude that a significant change in the type of news media coverage over time combined with
less precise measure of school performance lead to this result. While the next results are based
on a correlation, I observe a different pattern in California.
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First I scan large and local newspapers in California for the two months prior to school board
elections using the key search terms “school board” within the Lexis-Nexis database.21 In the
two months prior to the election this amounted to approximately 1100-2500 articles which given
the size of the state and the number newspapers included in the search, is fairly minimal
coverage. Within each of these searches I added the key term “Academic Performance Index.”
For the years of interest between 200022 and 2006, I observe that the API is mentioned in about 1
to 2 percent of the articles consistently across the years, with little difference between even- and
odd-cycle elections--a uniform distribution rather than the declining one found by Berry and
Howell. These results would imply that we would see consistent effect of the information across
the years after the intervention. Figure 4 shows a second test where I examine more broadly in
California newspapers the number of times the term “Academic Performance Index” appears.
Here we see again, that while there is a large jump in 1999 and 2000, the coverage is relatively
consistent in the subsequent years. A secondary point to the graph is that despite there being
over 700 districts in my sample and over 1,000 in California; we see in Figure 4 that the API is
mentioned less than 300 times in the two month prior to the election. Thus, among school
coverage, mentions of API are relatively infrequent.
To correlate the newspaper coverage findings with my data, I employ a third empirical
strategy. I continue to use a triple difference to measure the difference between the on- and offcycle election, but instead of using the pre- and post-intervention indicator (e.g., posti), I multiply
the even*treatment interaction by individual year dummies, where the omitted category is one
year prior to the intervention. Table 5 shows the three-way interaction by year from
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LexisNexis does not compile all local newspapers in California, but tracks many of the major newspapers in
various regions of the state. This poses a limitation on the analysis.
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There was little coverage of the Academic Performance Index in 1999, as can be seen in Figure 4, thus I exclude
it from the analysis
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intervention. As this requires considerably more covariates in the model, I only find results
statistically different than zero in the final year of my data. However, looking at the point
estimates we see that in the post-intervention period, the magnitudes of the coefficients are
increasing in size. These results conflict with the simple newspaper analysis in Figure 4. The
juxtaposition of the raw media attention on the API and the steadily increasing difference
between API usages between on- and off-cycle voters indicates that there is something else
happening at the same time. It could be that information presentation improved during this time
period and while the usage of API increased for on-cycle users, off-cycle users continued to use
other sources of information. While I don’t have direct evidence from saved web sites, the data
websites for API certainly improved in their data availability as well as their sophistication over
time. It seems reasonable that as districts and schools became better at communicating
performance to constituents, the effect of the information strengthened over time. Alternatively,
it could be the case that as teachers’ unions became more opposed to standardized test scores,
they increasingly rejected API as the performance metric over time. However, to investigate this
research question, a more thorough analysis with superior data to mine must be performed.
1.5.6. The effect of newly elected school board members on API
One possible reason that the low turnout years uses information about performance
differently than the high turnout years is that individuals could be skeptical of school board
members’ ability to change API. An easy test for this possibility is to examine how much a
school improves after the election of a new school board member. To accomplish this, I limit
my sample to 2000-2006, years where gains in the API could be measured. I created an indicator
whether any new school board members were added during a particular cycle. Then controlling
for the demographics in the SCI index and the lag of student test scores, I examine if there were
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any gains either two years or four years after the new school board members were elected. I
chose two and four years after the election cycle, since some members of the board (not the
individual) would be up for re-election two years afterward. After four years, the newly elected
school board member would be up for re-election again. 23
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 6. The first column examines if there is any
effect on all elections held 2-years after the initial one. While the magnitude indicates there is
actually, on average, a single point loss in the scaled score when a new school board member is
elected, this can’t be differentiated from zero. To understand what is driving this relationship
better, in columns 2 and 3 of Table 6, I break apart the effect into even and odd election cycles.
Based upon these results we actually see a small, but statistically significant negative effect of
adding a new school board member during the even years. This presents some evidence, that
often new school board members actually damage the progress of a school district. However,
given that the average gain in test scores over 2 years is 24 points, this “damaging,” effect is
practically small. One possible reason that we observe a small decline in district performance
after 2-years is that it takes time to adapt to the school system, and thus, two years is too small of
a period to try and measure performance.
To assess this theory, I also examined the performance of school board members four years
after they were elected. A cost to this analysis is that I lose further observations in my sample.
Columns four through six show the results of the four year gain. None of these results can be
distinguished from zero, although the magnitudes are similar to the 2-year gains. Furthermore,
with an average gain of 46 points in my sample, these results are practically equal to zero.
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To be complete, I also examined results one and three years after the election with similar results.
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A final reason why we might not be observing an effect is that my indicator of a newly
elected school board is weak. The indicator is a one if any new members are elected. However,
if a single new member is added to a board of five or seven people, they have little power to
make changes where a majority is needed to pass any policy. As such, in results not presented
here, I also examined cases where all the incumbents running for office were defeated. The
results did not differ from what is presented in Table 6.
Certainly when talking about large districts, one could imagine that a two- or four-year time
period would be too short to see an effect, but there appears to be little evidence that school
board members have much influence on API. In fact, four years after an election, new school
board members have a small negative effect. As such, it would make sense if, as we observe in
the odd-years, that voters disregard the API scores as a good metric to evaluate school board
performance.

1.6. Conclusions
Prior research has shown that the publication of government performance through
newspapers, literature, or websites enhances the accountability of elected officials. These
findings imply that if the media or government improved reporting on politicians, then
government might be more congruent with what voters want. At a time when the national
congressional approval rate hovers around 15 to 20 percent, increasing transparency by
improving objective information on the effectiveness of elected officials appears to be good
public policy to better align congress and their constituents. Similar to other studies on
information, I find evidence that, during high turnout years, voters increasingly hold elected
officials accountable for their performance. On average, poorer performing incumbents’
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reelection rates decline by 7 percentage points in the eight years after the implementation of
PSAA. We can conclude that, during these high turnout years, information matters.
However, importantly, and central to this study, I find that the effect of information is not
uniform across the timing of elections. Based upon my conceptual framework, I predict that
those who benefit the most from district policy decisions, teacher and administrators, will turnout
in off-cycle elections, while the electorate without children in schools will be less likely. The
model then predicts that the off-cycle years will have a different median voter closer to the
interests of teachers and administrators. I then find evidence empirically that the interaction
between information and voters is different during off-cycle than on-cycle elections. First, I find
no statistically significant effect of PSAA on voters during the off-cycle elections. Then I show
that there is a 13 percentage point difference, in my preferred specification, between how voters
in the off-cycle and on-cycle elections treat PSAA information.
The paper then attempts to uncover one possibility for this effect: school board members
have a minimal effect on school performance. I find little evidence that new school board
members have a statistically discernible effect on students’ test score improvement. There are
many reasons why we would observe this effect. First, it takes more than a single term for a new
school board member to understand the workings of a district and have a lasting impact. I am
unable to test this hypothesis due to the limited size of my panel, but presumably, after a single
term, voters would expect to see some results. Second, it could be the case that getting a single
new member on a five person board has little effect on the policy decisions made by the school
board since it takes a majority of three to make any policy changes. I attempt to test for this by
examining the case where two or three new members were added to the school board in an
election. While I find no effect for this case either, it is likely there are other unobserved
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characteristics of an election which I don’t account for in my model when none of the
incumbents is reelected. Third, as reported in Table 1, incumbents have approximately a 65
percent reelection rate, thus I might not have enough instances in my sample of challengers
getting elected to find a statistically significant result. However, the point estimates on my
results indicate that during the even-years, where incumbents are held most accountable, there is
a practically small negative effect of electing a new school board member. Yet, the most
plausible explanation is that test scores might not be the best metric to evaluate school board
performance, despite the fact the even-year electorate consistently uses it to hold incumbents
accountable.
How then do I interpret the difference between how off- and on-cycle constituents utilize
standardized test score information? There are two potential answers. First, prior research
(Anzia, 2011; Anzia, 2012; Berry and Gersen, 2011) has shown that teachers’ unions wield
significant power in off-cycle elections. Teachers’ unions have often adopted an adversarial
relationship with standardized test scores (Hernandez, 2013). Thus, the disregard of test score
information could be because teachers tend to use other metrics, like their union’s position, to
determine who they vote for during an election, and these effects are stronger on the overall
outcomes during off-cycle years. The second explanation is that because mainly teachers,
administrators, and active parents turnout for these off-cycle elections, they should have many
metrics of performance available to them (e.g., voting records on specific policy issues). If the
API is a poor or noisy predictor of school board performance, then it would make sense to
disregard this information, especially when compared to voters who know less about school
board politics. Unfortunately, my data provides limited ability to test which theory is more
applicable in the case of California, and future work must investigate which is more plausible.
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Figure 1.1: Turnout rate among registered voters from 1995-2006
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Figure 1.2. Incumbent reelection rates by odd election years since accountability reform
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Table 1.2: Difference Estimates of the Effect of Public Schools Accountability Act on Incumbent
Reelection Rates During Odd Election Years

DD
Reelection Rates
First Difference
Second Difference

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.042
(0.040)

0.050
(0.034)

0.054
(0.035)

0.036
(0.043)

pre‐post
low‐high API

pre‐post
low‐high API

pre‐post
low‐high API

pre‐post
low‐high API
excludes 2005

Year Fixed Effects
Controls
District Fixed Effects

Y
N
N

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Number of districts
N

297
1,782

297
1,782

297
1,782

297
1,782

Note: The dependent variable is the district's incumbent reelection rates for a particular district. The years
included are odd years 1995‐2005. The affected years are 1999‐2005. The demographic controls for students
receiving free/reduced price lunch for school, a proxy for poverty levels, and percent Hispanic and black. The N
represents district‐year observations. Bertrand et al. (2004) serially correlated corrected standard‐errors are
reported. The standard errors are clustered at the district‐level and bootstrapped 400 times. DD = difference in
difference; pre‐post =post‐accountability reform ‐ pre accountability reform. API, the Academic Performance
Index, is a composite measure of test scores * indicates significance at the 10% level, ** the 5% level, and *** the
1% level.
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Figure 1.3. Incumbent reelection rates by even election years since accountability reform
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Table 1.3: Difference Estimates of the Effect of Public Schools Accountability Act on Incumbent
Reelection Rates in Even Years

Levels

Reelection Rates

First Difference
Second Difference

DD

DDD

DD

DDD

(1)

(3)

(3)

(4)

‐0.073**
(0.034)

‐0.134**
(0.058)

‐0.051
(0.035)

‐0.123**
(0.054)

pre‐post
low‐high API

Third Difference

Year Fixed Effects
Demographic Controls
District Fixed Effects
Number of districts
N

Gains

pre‐post
low‐high API
even‐odd year
election

pre‐post
low‐high API

pre‐post
low‐high API
even‐odd year
election

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

452
2,712

749
4,494

452
2,712

749
4,494

Note: The dependent variable is the district's incumbent reelection rates for a particular district. The years
included are 1995‐2006. The affected years are 1999‐2006. The demographic controls for students receiving
free/reduced price lunch for school, a proxy for poverty levels and percent Hispanic and black. The N represents
district‐year observations. Bertrand et al. (2004) serially correlated corrected standard‐errors are reported. The
standard errors are clustered at the district‐level and bootstrapped 400 times. DD = difference in difference; DDD
= triple difference; pre‐post =post‐accountability reform ‐ pre accountability reform; API, the Academic
Performance Index, is a composite measure test scores. * indicates significance at the 10% level, ** the 5% level,
and *** the 1% level.
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Table 1.4: Robustness Checks of Estimates of the Effect of Public School Accountability Act on
Incumbent Reelection Rates in the even years

Levels
Specifications
1. Bottom quartile
2. Continuous treatment (API‐SCI)
3. Uncontested elections control
4. Exclude 2005/2006

First Difference
Second Difference

Gains

DD

DDD

DD

DDD

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

‐0.046*
(0.029)
0.0004*
(0.0002)
‐0.061**
(0.029)
‐0.071**
(0.030)

‐0.086**
(0.043)
0.0008
(0.0006)
‐0.114**
(0.049)
‐0.102**
(0.051)

0.011
(0.021)
N/A
N/A
‐0.055*
(0.033)
‐0.049
(0.031)

‐0.004
(0.029)
N/A
N/A
‐0.116**
(0.045)
‐0.103**
(0.049)

pre‐post
low‐high API

pre‐post
low‐high API
even‐odd year
election

Third Difference

pre‐post
low‐high API

pre‐post
low‐high API
even‐odd year
election

Note: The dependent variable is the district's incumbent reelection rates for a particular district. The years
included are 1995‐2006 unless otherwise noted. The affected years are 1999‐2006 unless otherwise noted. The
demographic controls for students receiving free/reduced price lunch for school, a proxy for poverty levels and
percent Hispanic and black. Specification 1 used a dichotomous indicator for whether or not the schools are in the
bottom quartile. Specification 2 includes the variable API‐SCI in the regression instead of an indicator variable.
Specification 3 also includes dummy variable if the election was contested. The N represents district‐year
observations. Bertrand et al. (2004) serially correlated corrected standard‐errors are reported. The standard
errors are clustered at the district‐level and bootstrapped 400 times. DD = difference in difference; DDD = triple
difference; pre‐post =post‐accountability reform ‐ pre accountability reform; API, the Academic Performance
Index, is a composite measure test scores. * indicates significance at the 10% level, ** the 5% level, and *** the
1% level.
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Table 1.5: Difference Estimates of the Effect of Public Schools Accountability Act (PSAA) on
Incumbent Reelection Rates During the First Two Years of PSAA and for Uncontested Elections

First Two Years of PSAA

Reelection Rates

First Difference
Second Difference
Third Difference
Year Fixed Effects
Demographic Controls
District Fixed Effects
Number of districts
N

DD

DDD

(1)

(3)

‐0.051
(0.045)

‐0.048
(0.071)

pre‐post
low‐high API

pre‐post
low‐high API
even‐odd year election

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

452
1,356

749
2,247

Note: The dependent variable is the district's incumbent reelection rates for a particular district. The years
included are 1995‐2000 for the first two year specification and 1995‐2006 for the uncontested specification. The
affected years are 1999‐2000 for the two year specification and 1999‐2006 for the uncontested specification. The
demographic controls for students receiving free/reduced price lunch for school, a proxy for poverty levels and
percent Hispanic and black. The N represents district‐year observations. Bertrand et al. (2004) serially correlated
corrected standard‐errors are reported. The standard errors are clustered at the district‐level and bootstrapped
400 times. DD = difference in difference; DDD = triple difference; pre‐post =post‐accountability reform ‐ pre
accountability reform; API, the Academic Performance Index, is a composite measure test scores. * indicates
significance at the 10% level, ** the 5% level, and *** the 1% level.
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Table 1.6: Difference Estimates of the Effect of Public Schools Accountability Act on Incumbent
Reelection Rates

Rerun Rates

First Difference
Second Difference

Even
DD

Levels
Odd
DD

(1)
‐0.038
(0.031)
pre‐post
low‐high
API

DDD

Even
DD

Gains
Odd
DD

DDD

(1)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(4)

0.024
(0.041)

‐0.055
(0.051)

0.003
(0.030)

0.027
(0.041)

‐0.026
(0.047)

pre‐post
low‐high
API

Third Difference

pre‐post
low‐high
API
even‐odd
year
election

pre‐post
low‐high
API

pre‐post
low‐high
API

pre‐post
low‐high
API
even‐odd
year
election

Year Fixed Effects
Demographic
Controls
District Fixed Effects

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Number of districts
N

477
2,690

270
1,792

747
4,482

477
2,690

270
1,792

747
4,482

Note: The dependent variable is the district's incumbent reelection rates for a particular district. The years
included are 1995‐2006. The affected years are 1999‐2006. The demographic controls for students receiving
free/reduced price lunch for school, a proxy for poverty levels and percent Hispanic and black. The N represents
district‐year observations. Bertrand et al. (2004) serially correlated corrected standard‐errors are reported. The
standard errors are clustered at the district‐level and bootstrapped 400 times. DD = difference in difference; DDD
= triple difference; pre‐post =post‐accountability reform ‐ pre accountability reform; API, the Academic
Performance Index, is a composite measure test scores. * indicates significance at the 10% level, ** the 5% level,
and *** the 1% level.
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Figure 1.4 – Articles on the “Academic Performance Index” in California

Source: Lexis-Nexis
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Table 1.7: Difference Estimates of the Effect of Public Schools Accountability Act (PSAA) on
Incumbent Reelection Rates Year-by-Year

Independent Variables
2 years prior to PSAA *even years*low performers

Overall

year of PSAA *even years* low performers

0.005
(0.056)

1 year after PSAA *even years* low performers

‐0.098
(0.063)

2 years after PSAA *even years* low performers

‐0.093
(0.060)

3 years after PSAA *even years* low performers

‐0.185**
(0.059)

0.051
(0.066)

Year Fixed Effects

Y

Demographic Controls

Y

District Fixed Effects

Y

Number of districts

749
4,494

N

Note: The dependent variable is the district's incumbent reelection rates for a particular district. The years
included are 1995‐2006. The affected years are 1999‐2006. The demographic controls for students receiving
free/reduced price lunch for school, a proxy for poverty levels and percent Hispanic and black. The N represents
district‐year observations. Bertrand et al. (2004) serially correlated corrected standard‐errors are reported.
The
standard errors are clustered at the district‐level and bootstrapped 400 times. Low performers are schools
with similar characteristics, but lower Academic Performance Index scores * indicates significance at the 10% level,
** the 5% level, and *** the 1% level.
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Table 1.8. Change in Academic Performance Index after the election of a challenger

Two year Gains
Challenger Won

Lag Gains
SCI Controls
N

Four Year Gains

all

even

odd

all

even

odd

‐0.013
( 0.011)

‐0.023*
(0.014)

‐0.001
(0.020)

‐0.011
(0.017)

‐0.019
(0.019)

0.009
(0.041)

Y
Y
1931

Y
Y
1299

Y
Y
632

Y
Y
1182

Y
Y
866

Y
Y
316

Note: The dependent variable is the gains in test score after a challenger won. The years included are 2000‐
2004 for the 2‐year gains and 2000‐2002 for the 4‐year gains. The School Characteristic Index (SCI) controls consist
of all the control variables used to predict the SCI (see paper for further explanation). The N represents district‐
year observations. Standard errors are clustered at the district level. * indicates significance at the 10% level, **
the 5% level, and *** the 1% level.
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2. Can recruitment and retention bonuses attract teachers to low
performing schools? Evidence from a policy intervention in North
Carolina

Abstract
Little evidence exists that bonuses can attract and retain highly effective teachers to lowperforming, high-poverty schools, especially at the high school level. This paper investigates
whether recruitment, retention, and performance bonuses in coordination with supporting
policies affected the distribution of high school teachers within a school district. A companion
paper (Scherer, 2014) found that the reform significantly increased student-level achievement.
This paper finds that the change in achievement does not appear to be related to comparatively
recruiting more effective teachers or removing the least effective teachers. Instead, the progress
appears to stem from gains in teacher effectiveness, through a combination of improved
leadership and school working conditions as well as performance incentives. These results
provide evidence that a combination of high quality leadership, positive school environment, and
performance bonuses may be an important policy lever to improve teacher effectiveness in highpoverty, low-performing schools.
Keywords: Recruitment and retention bonuses; Compensating differential

Recently, federal, state, and local government policymakers have focused on methods to
improve low-income students’ access to effective teachers. This focus is motivated in part by
more than two decades of research that empirically shows that teachers are one of the most
important inputs into a child’s education (see Hanushek and Rivkin, 2006). A second motivation
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is research using observable teacher characteristics (e.g., experience) shows consistently that
lower quality teachers tend to work in lower-performing, high-poverty schools (Clotfelter et al.,
2005; Clotfelter et al., 2007; Lankford et al., 2002; and Loeb and Reininger, 2004). In response
to these findings, both the federal government (through the Teacher Incentive Fund24 and Race to
the Top25) as well as philanthropy (most notably, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation26) have
allocated more than $5 billion to encourage experimentation of states and school districts across
the country to measure and incentivize more equitable distribution of effective teachers.
Concurrent with these efforts, the emergence of administrative data sets that track students’
test score performance over time and link students to their teachers has drastically changed how
a teacher’s effectiveness is measured. With these panel datasets, researchers and evaluators can
create “value-added” estimates for individual teachers. These models aim to isolate teachers’
contribution to student performance. Although this newer metric of teacher effectiveness shows
small differences between average teachers in high- and low-poverty schools (Sass et al., 2012;
Mansfield, 2014; Buddin, 2011; Max and Glazerman, 2010; Steele et al., 2014; Isenberg et al.,
2013), research in this area generally confirms that the distribution of teachers between high- and
low-poverty schools is inequitable, but does not comment on how much this gap would change if
more high quality teachers were employed in high-poverty schools.
To improve disadvantaged students’ access to effective teachers, differential compensation
has been put forward a key policy lever. In particular, change advocates aim to provide teachers

24

Teacher Incentive Fund Fact Sheet, http://www2.ed.gov/programs/teacherincentive/factsheet.html, accessed June
12, 2014

25

Race to the Top Executive Summary, http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop/executive-summary.pdf,
accessed June 12, 2014
26

Intensive Partnership for Effective Teaching Press Release, http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/PressReleases/2009/11/Foundation-Commits-$335-Million-to-Promote-Effective-Teaching-and-Raise-StudentAchievement, accessed on June 12, 2014
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with recruitment, retention, and performance bonuses to work in low-performing, high-poverty
schools. Advocates suggest that changing the salary structure will improve the average applicant
quality to a particular school, thereby increasing the likelihood that disadvantaged schools are
staffed with equally effective teachers as their more advantaged counterparts. Some very recent
empirical evidence shows that teacher recruitment and retention bonuses offered at the
elementary and middle school levels can improve the average value-added of teachers educating
low-income students (Glazerman et al., 2013; Steele et al., 2014). This research builds on prior
work which found that recruitment and retention bonuses offered at lower performing schools
attract new teachers and reduce teacher and principal turnover rates (Clotfelter et al., 2008;
Steele et al., 2010; Bayonas, 2012).
To gain insight into whether changing the compensation structure can attract and retain
effective teachers at high-poverty schools and improve their performance, this paper focuses on
the Mission Possible (MP) program. MP was implemented in North Carolina starting in the
2006-07 school year and awarded recruitment, retention, and performance bonuses of up to
$14,000 to teachers in high schools serving a high percentage of low-income and low-performing
students. The bonuses complemented initiatives to improve school leadership (e.g., principals
operating schools with high test scores), professional development, performance accountability,
and facility support. The program’s theory of change follows a similar logic laid out above
where bonuses would improve the applicant pool to higher poverty schools, in turn improving
the quality of the teaching labor force, and would improve the performance of incumbent
teachers. While the other aspects of the reform may facilitate changes such as improvement of
the school’s culture, the period of evaluation is insufficient to draw conclusions about their role.
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However, it is important to note that any effect I observe would be the combined effect of all the
reforms rather than only the bonuses.
My analysis uses longitudinal data on North Carolina public school students. First, to
understand MP’s impact on teachers, I compare trends between MP and non-MP schools.
School-level estimates show a narrowing of the gap between MP and non-MP schools with
regard to the turnover rate, teacher experience, and credentialing of teachers in the high schools.
Next, I estimate teachers’ Algebra I value-added score before and after the implementation of the
MP program. Using these estimates, I examine whether the effects observed in Scherer (2014)
and confirmed in this paper are due to recruiting highly effective new teachers or removing the
least effective teachers from the schools. In both cases, I find the schools were unable to attract
better teachers or remove poorly performing teachers. Instead, I conclude that the combination
of effective leadership, performance bonuses, and possibly improved school working conditions
all contributed to these improvements in teacher effectiveness.
This study contributes to the emerging literature on the distribution of effective teachers
using value-added models. It is one of the first studies to analyze how the effectiveness
(measured using value-added scores) of high school math teachers is distributed across a school
district. It is also one of the first studies to examine the change over time in teachers’ valueadded distribution after a comprehensive district reform. Finally, it is the first study to examine
the underlying mechanism that changes the distribution (i.e., whether it comes through hiring or
exits from the school) at the high school level.
In section 1 of this paper, I provide a brief overview of the MP program. In section 2, I
describe the data set for the difference-in-difference models. In section 3, I present the basic
results. A brief conclusion and some policy recommendations are in section 4.
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2.1. The structure of the Mission Possible program
Mission Possible (MP) is a multifaceted program to attract and retain effective teachers and
administrators in the hard-to-staff schools of Guilford County School District (GCS), North
Carolina.27 GCS is large, diverse, and predominantly low-income. In 2013-14, GCS operated 28
high schools with 23,389 high school students. The student population was 40 percent black, 12
percent Hispanic, and 6 percent Asian. Approximately 60 percent of students received
free/reduced price lunch.
The MP program, which was launched in September 2006 and still operates today, provides
recruitment, retention, and performance incentives for teachers in select schools (see further
description below); staff development; performance accountability; and structural support. The
county initially funded the program in 20 of its lowest-performing schools, including nine high
schools. Subsequent funding from the federal Teacher Incentive Fund enabled the program to be
added to another ten schools for the 2007-08 school year. To select the participating schools, the
district calculated a weighted average of each school’s percent of students receiving reduced or
free meals, Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) and ABC status28, and teacher turnover rate.
2.1.1. Recruitment, Retention, and Performance Bonuses
Originally, teachers recruited to MP schools needed to be “highly qualified” according to
federal standards.29 Teachers were screened and interviewed through a process modeled after the

27

Mission Possible Overview, http://www1.gcsnc.com/depts/mission_possible/background.htm accessed on June 1,
2014.
28

The ABC’s of Public Education is North Carolina’s school-level accountability system created during the 199697 school year. Adequate Yearly Progress is an indicator of whether particular schools are making progress toward
federal accountability goals.

29

North Carolina State Board of Education Policy Manual, http://sbepolicy.dpi.state.nc.us/Policies/TCP-A001.asp?Acr=TCP&Cat=A&Pol=001, accessed on June 1, 2014.
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Haberman Star Teacher Interview, which focuses on how teachers work with at-risk-youth
(Center for Education Compensation Reform, 2008). In later years of the program, teachers
were considered for a recruitment award if they had two or more years of above average valueadded data.
Table 1 reports the recruitment/retention bonuses provided to teachers and principals.
Bonuses ranged from $2,500 to $10,000, with the highest amounts paid to teachers in the
hardest-to-staff subject, Algebra I, as well as principals. These bonuses were paid to either
attract or retain teachers and administrators in the years after they were recruited.
In addition to the recruitment and retention bonuses, each MP school offered performance
bonuses to both teachers and administrators. To identify high performing teachers, the schools
used the SAS Institute to calculate individual teacher value-added. Based upon these measures,
if a teacher performed one standard error above the mean, he was eligible for a Level I bonus of
$2,500. If the teacher performed 1.5 standard errors above the mean, he was eligible for a Level
II bonus of $4,000. In order to recognize highly performing administrators, if the school met
AYP as defined by the state accountability standards, then the principal was eligible for a $5,000
performance bonus.
Bonuses could represent a significant proportion of a teacher’s overall pay. In Guilford
County, teacher salaries are determined largely by a statewide schedule that varies by experience
level, degree attained, and National Board for Professional Teaching Standards certification
status. I was unable to obtain salary schedules for the time of interest and instead used the
schedule for the 2013-14 school year, noting that it probably incorporates inflation adjustments.
Salaries ranged from just over $35,000 for a teacher with no prior experience and a bachelor’s
degree to over $66,000 for a teacher with 30 or more years of experience and an advanced
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degree. A teacher with 15 years of experience and a master’s degree earned about $48,000.30
For this teacher, a combined recruitment, retention, and performance bonus of $14,000 would
represent 30 percent of his base salary.
2.1.2. Staff Development
Teachers who received bonuses were required to participate in staff development. In their
first year of the program, teachers needed to complete two workshops entitled, Cooperative
Learning and Undoing Racism. Those participating in the second year of the program were to
complete workshops on Differential Instruction and Teacher Expectations and Student
Achievement. Teachers had a 13-month window to complete the professional development.
2.1.3. Performance Accountability
The school district also designed a mechanism to remove consistently low performers. In
particular, if a teacher had negative value-added measures for more than two years or a principal
failed to meet AYP for three years, she was moved to non-MP schools (Center for Education
Compensation Reform, 2008).
2.1.4. Structural Support
Finally, the district provided some additional funding to MP schools to reduce the size of
mathematics classes and purchase technologies to aid teaching (e.g., graphing calculators)
(Center for Education Compensation Reform, 2008).

30

Guilford County Teacher Salary Schedules,
http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/components/scrapbook/default.php?sectiondetailid=264921&#teacher,
accessed on June 1, 2014.
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2.2. Data and methods
The North Carolina Education Research Data Center (NCERDC) collects and assembles
student-level administrative data on all students in North Carolina. Because the data set allows
students to be observed over time, I was able to follow students from 2002 (5 years prior to the
intervention) to 2010 (four years post-intervention). I linked the End of Course (e.g., Algebra I)
to the End of Grade (e.g., eighth- grade math and reading) exam. I restricted the sample to
students who had valid eighth-grade reading and mathematics scores available31 as well as
certain demographic characteristics (e.g., age, race, free/reduced price lunch status).32 Finally, I
separated the sample into MP students and non-MP students within Guilford County.
To link students to their teachers, I matched multiple data files. Algebra I test files have a
unique numeric identifier for test proctors, but the proctor was not necessarily the students’ class
teacher. A separate set of files (the Student Activity Report) identifies teachers at the classroom
level, but does not specifically link students to teachers.
To assign teachers to their students, I first linked students’ exam proctor code to the teacher
code at the classroom level and verified the matches based upon a fit statistic, described in
further detail below. This method of matching and then using a fit statistic has been used in
other research (Clotfelter, Ladd, and Vigdor, 2007; Mansfield, 2014) to match cases in North
Carolina.
To assign students to their likely teachers, I aggregated the students in the Algebra I test file
into classrooms by district, school, year, test proctor, and class period. Next, using the Student
31

This cut the sample size by about 10 percent. While the difference between those with and without eighth-grade
math scores is statistically significant, those without the scores at the MP schools were actually higher performers on
the Algebra I test. As such, any bias introduced by this sample restriction should reduce the size of the effect.

32

Note that the administrative data contain other information about the students (e.g., gifted), but I did not include
these variables because their quality was inconsistent over time, and it would have further limited the sample. The
results did not change when the model was run with more detailed demographics.
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Activity Report, I identified all Algebra I classrooms by year, district, school and teacher. I
performed a “many to many” match (since there is no common classroom identifier across the
two datasets) by year, district, school, and teacher identification variable. Then, similar to
Clotfelter, Ladd, and Vigdor (2007), I constructed a fit statistic based upon the sum of the
squared deviations for males, whites, and class size. I rejected any matches with a fit statistic
greater than 1.5. Using this method, I matched approximately 70 percent of the teachers to their
classrooms across all of the years in my study.
Although the match rate was fairly high, a chief concern is whether the matching introduced
selection bias into the estimation sample. To check if this was the case, I estimated a t-statistic
of the students’ Algebra I test scores between the matched and unmatched teachers during the
pre-intervention period. Within Guilford County, the difference was statistically different, with
the unmatched students performing worse. However, a further test showed the same result for
non-MP schools; the difference between the MP and non-MP schools was not statistically
significant at the 0.10 level. Thus, the estimation sample, which is based on the matched data,
tends to include higher performing MP and non-MP schools.
Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for MP students as well as the comparison group in
the year prior to the intervention. On average, the MP schools were significantly different from
the non-MP schools in their percentage of black students and percentage of students receiving
free/reduced price lunch. The MP students performed worse on both the Algebra I test and the
eighth-grade math and reading test, although it is only statistically different in the case of
Algebra I scores. These descriptive statistics confirm that the MP program targeted schools that
were both higher poverty and lower performing than the rest of the district.
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My basic estimation strategy involved two steps. I began by estimating the teachers’
contribution to students’ learning using a “value-added” framework. Similar to Steele et al.
(2014), I used a generalized least squares-hierarchical fixed-effects approach described by Borjas
and Sueyoshi (1994) and applied to teacher-value added by Aaronson, Barrow, and Sander
(2007). They estimated the first stage using the following model:
(1)
is student achievement for student i in class c assigned to teacher j in year t.
Achievement is a function of lagged achievement (

), where I use eighth-grade math and

reading scores as an estimate of innate ability and prior learning; observed student-level
covariates (

), such as gender, race/ethnicity, and age; classroom level covariates (

), which

include student-level covariates aggregated to the classroom level, as well as class size; teacher
value-added (

); and unexplained variation in test scores (

). The Algebra I and math and

reading test scores were standardized by subtracting off the state mean and dividing by the state
standard deviation in a given year (e.g., z-scores). I estimated a model that included additional
lags of test score performance (e.g., seventh-grade math and reading test scores) as well as
models excluding the classroom covariates to evaluate the robustness of the results.33
Value-added models introduce a number of potential concerns. My models accounts for the
fact that test scores (and thus lagged test scores) are measured with error. Similar to Lockwood
and McCaffrey (2014) and Briggs and Dominigue (2011), in accounting for the measurement
error, I instrument lagged test scores using the lagged test scores from the other subject (e.g.,
lagged mathematics scores were instrumented by lagged reading scores).34
33

Using these different value-added formulas did not qualitatively change the results.

34

To be comprehensive, I also instrumented eighth-grade math and reading test scores using seventh-grade math
and reading test scores. Using these variables as instruments does not qualitatively change the results presented here.
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Student test scores can vary due to random factors like whether the student slept well the
night before the exam and whether they get lucky when guessing among multiple-choice
answers. These random fluctuations often cancel each other out when averaging over a large
number of students. I therefore impose a restriction of a minimum of five students per teacher
when reporting estimated teacher effects.
Because of the variability of students within classes from year-to-year, an important
consideration in value-added models is whether to use current-year estimates or average the
value-added estimates over multiple years. Two studies found that using multiple years of data
substantially improved the reliability of the value-added estimates (McCaffery et al., 2009;
Schochet and Chiang, 2013). This seems appropriate when value-added estimates are being used
for high-stakes personnel decisions. However, I am interested in the year-to-year variation in
these estimates. These variations would allow me to assess potential selection during the pre-MP
period as well as how the effects change during the post-implementation period (i.e., it is
possible that we would not observe effect until several years after the reform is implemented).
The reliability concerns are mitigated by the fact that for all of the estimates I am averaging over
several teachers (e.g., all the teachers in an MP school in a particular year).
After computing the teacher value-added estimates, I estimated a series of models to better
understand the relationship between MP school status in year and the fitted teacher effects,
in year . In particular, to understand the effect of MP on the mean value-added in schools, I
first used a simple difference-in-difference model. My empirical approach is based upon the
following regression:
∗
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(2)

As noted above,

is the fitted teacher effect for teacher in school during time period ;

equals one if it is an MP school (the treatment group), and zero if it is a non-MP school;
equals one for the years after the implementation of the program and zero otherwise; and
is the residual. Scherer (2014) finds that MP increased achievement in Algebra I test scores.
Given those results, mechanically, I expect to find a positive and statistically significant effect on
(i.e., the value-added of teachers in MP schools should increase if student test scores
improved). To further refine this model, I change the dependent variable to the standard
deviation to understand how the variability of the teachers changes post-MP.
Model 2 also provides a framework for estimating the extent to which any changes in the
distribution of teacher effectiveness over time is a function of new hire performance versus
improving the effectiveness of existing teachers. To examine whether the distribution of teacher
effectiveness is explained by the performance of new hires, I augmented model 2 to estimate the
main effect of newly hired status (i.e., first year in any school system), as well as the effect of a
three-way interaction among the indicators for MP schools, post-implementation period, and
newly hired status, including all underlying two-way interactions.35
Finally, I examined whether MP schools improved not only their ability to retain teachers,
but to selectively retain the most effective teachers. I addressed this question by predicting
Pr

—the probability that teacher j leaves his or her school s at the end of year t—as a

function of whether the school ultimately entered the MP program (
value-added in year t (

), the teacher’s estimated

), and an indicator of whether it occurred during the post-

implementation time period (

):

35

I was also interested in transfers (i.e., teachers new to a particular school, but not new to teaching), however, the
majority of new transfers entered MP schools and thus I could not estimate a similar equation to evaluate this effect.
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Pr

,

,

∗
∗

The primary parameter of interest is

∗

∗

∗

+
(3)

, which captures the probability of leaving an MP as

the effectiveness of teachers improves.
I computed the standard errors for the estimates with sandwich estimators clustering on the
school. However, a number of papers have raised concerns about the appropriate standard errors
for inference in difference-in-difference models when there is a small number of groups (e.g.,
Bertrand et al., 2004; Donald and Lang, 2007; Cameron et al., 2008; Conley and Taber, 2011).
To address this issue, I adapted the method that Abadie et al. (2010) recommend for the
Synthetic Control Group (and a form of the model that Bertrand et al., 2004 and Conley and
Taber, 2011 recommend for difference-in-difference models). Specifically, I used exact
inference with permutation tests based on placebo treatments (Abadie et al., 2010; Bertrand et
al., 2004). To do this, I redid the model using a comparison district as a “placebo” treatment site.
Doing this for all comparison districts gave a distribution of estimated “treatment” effects for
each of the placebo treatments. If the actual estimate of the treatment effect, β in model (2),
was large relative to the variability in the distribution of estimated placebo treatment effects, I
would conclude that the effect I observed in model (2) was larger than would be expected simply
due to random variation. Put another way, the difference would be “statistically significant.”
Unlike conventional regression statistical inference, this procedure makes no assumptions about
outcomes for students being uncorrelated over time or with other students in the same district; it
does assume that students’ outcomes are uncorrelated across schools in the same district.
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2.3. Results
2.3.1. Description of observable high school teacher changes
Prior to examining how the value-added Algebra I teacher distribution changed in MP
schools, it is important to understand how the overall high school teacher environment changed
during my period of analysis. Figures 1 and 2 show how the percentage of teachers with less
than three years of experience36 and percentage of teachers who were fully licensed,37
respectively, changed over time for MP and non-MP high schools. Figure 1 shows that the
percentage of inexperienced teachers was increasing for both MP and non-MP schools prior to
2007. After the reform, the percentage of inexperienced teachers in both MP and non-MP high
schools contracted. I hypothesize that part of the decline resulted from the hiring freeze that
many districts were forced to implement in the middle of the Great Recession. However, it is
worth noting that prior to MP, MP schools had eight percentage points more inexperienced
teachers than non-MP high schools. Post-implementation, the difference decreased to four
percentage points. Thus, on average, the experience gap between MP and non-MP schools
narrowed after implementation of the MP program.
Figure 2 shows the percentage of high school teachers who were fully licensed over time by
MP high school status. While a relatively high percentage of teachers in the MP schools were
fully licensed, prior to 2007 the rates had plateaued. There was a significant increase in the

36

I used three years or less as a category because this is a common metric in the state to evaluate “teacher quality.”

37

Per the North Carolina Report Card, “when a teacher is referred to as ’fully licensed,’ he/she has met all of the
requirements and teaching standards set by the NC State Board of Education for all areas on their license. Teachers
who have entered the profession from alternate careers and teachers who have been hired on an ‘emergency’ basis
do not have full licenses. In addition, a teacher may be ‘fully licensed’ in one area and have another area in which
they are not ‘fully licensed.’ These teachers are classified as not having a full license. Classification is independent
of the actual subject/area taught by the teacher. Full licensure is an indication of the level of formal teacher training
a teacher has had,” accessed on 6/10/14.
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percentage of fully licensed teachers in 2007 (larger than in the non-MP schools), with a
subsequent upward trend. Concurrent with the MP reforms, there were state accountability
reforms requiring more teachers to be fully licensed, which could explain the upward slope of
both MP and non-MP schools after 2007. However, it appears that once again, the gap between
the two school types in the percentage of fully licensed teachers narrowed dramatically after
2006.
Finally, Figure 3 compares the overall high school teacher turnover rates between MP and
non-MP schools. With the exception of 2003, turnover rates in the MP high schools were high
(over 30 percent) and generally on an upward trajectory prior to 2007. Then I observe a dramatic
decline in the turnover rates after the implementation of MP. However, non-MP schools also
experienced this rapid decline in turnover rates, but the decline is not as steep in the non-MP
schools. As such, while some of the decline in turnover might have been due to the Great
Recession rather than MP, once again I see a narrowing in the exit rate between the MP and nonMP schools post-reform.
2.3.2. Difference-in-difference model of Mission Possible
I show the distribution of teacher effectiveness for the MP and non-MP schools before and
after the implementation of MP in Figure 4. The means between the value-added distributions in
the MP and non-MP high schools are different both before and after the reform. The non-MP
schools have, on average, more effective teachers than the MP schools prior to the reform, and
the reverse after the reform. Lower proportions of teachers are in the bottom tail of effectiveness
for MP schools post-reform. The distribution for MP schools is slightly right skewed prior to the
intervention, and its skewedness only increases post-reform.
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Table 3 shows the basic difference-in-difference estimates for how mean teacher value-added
changed after the implementation MP. The first column of Table 3 shows the coefficient
estimate on the change in mean value-added in the MP schools compared to the other schools in
the district. Cluster-robust standard errors are shown in parentheses and the 90 percent placebo
confidence intervals described in the methods section are in brackets. To interpret the placebo
confidence intervals, if the point estimate exceeds the confidence intervals, then we call it
statistically significant since it is in the top 5 percent of the placebo distribution.
There is some concern that the placebo confidence intervals are too conservative. In
particular, the placebo confidence intervals assume that the treated schools have the same
variance as the comparison schools. However, if there are significant improvements in the MP
schools during the post-implementation period, this may not be a valid assumption. If the
variances differ substantially, I would be less able to detect an effect. This is why I show the
more classical standard errors as well as the placebo confidence intervals. In addition, I used a
less conservative measure of statistical inference, a 90 percent confidence interval, for the
placebo measures of statistical significance.
Using the less conservative standard errors, I find a statistically significant 0.35 increase in
the effectiveness after the implementation of MP (Table 3) compared to the non-MP schools.
This effect is quite large and represents a significant improvement in the quality of the average
teacher in MP schools. Furthermore, using the more conservative placebo confidence intervals, I
observed that the point estimate of 0.35 exceeds the confidence intervals, making it “statistically
significant.” Thus, MP appears to have significantly improved the average effectiveness of
Algebra I teachers in Guilford County. As noted in the methods section, given that prior
research found a significant effect of MP on increasing Algebra I test scores (Scherer, 2014), I
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would expect to see the mean value-added of teachers improve significantly compared with the
non-MP schools.
2.3.3. Difference-in-difference specification check
To check the robustness of the difference-in-difference findings, I analyze a year-by-year
comparison between the MP and non-MP schools. I augment equation (2) and substitute leads
and lags from the first year of the intervention (e.g., year dummies) for the
Figure 5 plots the estimated leads and lags interacted with the

variable.

, running from four years prior

to the intervention to four years after the intervention. The omitted category is the year 2002.
The y-axis shows the teacher effectiveness in terms of standardized student performance (e.g., zscores). Figure 5 also plots the two sets of confidence intervals; however the standard errors
interpretation will be different. The cluster-robust confidence intervals are shown in black. For
an estimate to be statistically significant, these confidence intervals should not include zero. In
comparison, using the placebo confidence intervals shown in red, an estimate will be statistically
significant if it exceeds the confidence range.
The estimates in Figure 5 show no effect in the four years prior to the start of MP, but
increased in effect size post-implementation. This pattern demonstrates two things. First, the
average teacher’s effectiveness prior to the intervention were not statistically different from zero.
This point highlights that teacher effectiveness was evenly distributed between non-MP and MP
school prior to the intervention, which is consistent with Steele et al.’s (2014) findings.
Second, it appears that the bonuses increased teacher effectiveness within the district so that on
average, teachers’ effectiveness was greater in the MP schools.
Figure 5 shows that on average, teachers were more effective in the MP schools postintervention. Yet, it is important to understand where the increases in effectiveness occurred
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(e.g., at the top of effectiveness or the bottom). To investigate this question, I employ a quantile
regression and estimate the difference-in-difference at various percentiles of teacher
effectiveness. The results are show in Table 4. Once again I show two sets of confidence
intervals for each percentile of the analysis. Table 4 indicates that there is broad improvement at
all ranges of teacher effectiveness, with a notable exception in the bottom 10 percent using both
sets of confidence intervals.
2.3.4. The entry and exit of Algebra I teachers
To better understand the mechanisms through which the improvement in average teacher
effectiveness occurs, I analyzed average effectiveness of teachers entering and leaving MP and
non-MP schools. Table 5 column (1) shows the interaction coefficient between an indicator of
whether the teacher is a new hire,

, and

. The coefficient is negative, -0.11, but I

cannot distinguish the effect from zero using the cluster-robust standard errors or the placebo
confidence intervals. Thus, the improvement in average teacher effectiveness does not appear to
be a result of new hires.
Next, I assessed if less effective teachers left MP schools at higher rates than non-MP
schools. Column (2) of Table 5 shows

from equation (3). While the size of the coefficient is

large and negative, I cannot distinguish it from zero. Thus, it does not appear that MP schools
were more effective at removing low-performing teachers than non-MP schools. Based upon
these two results, it appears that the increase in teacher effectiveness that I observed must be due
to an increase in the productivity of existing teachers. Although I am unable to determine if
these productivity increases stem from improved school leadership, professional development,
facility support, or the performance incentives offered to the teachers, the findings indicate that
MP, taken as a set of changes led to improved teacher performance.
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2.4. Conclusion and policy implications
Nationwide, a large gap between the academic performance of low- and high-poverty
students persists (Reardon, 2011). Prior research has shown that teachers are one of the most
important school factors affecting student achievement, so policy levers that attempt to improve
the average teacher quality might be one of the best ways to mitigate the problem. This study
focused on a recruitment, retention, and performance bonuses program in North Carolina that
was used to attract high-quality teachers to lower performing, higher poverty schools and
encourage them to stay. These efforts were motivated by prior research in North Carolina that
found differences in the mean performance of low- and high-poverty schools (Sass et al., 2012)
as well as mounting efforts by the federal government (MP received a Teacher Incentive Fund
Grant in its second year of operation) and the philanthropic community to encourage equal
access to effective teachers through differential compensation. However, questions remain about
the effectiveness of bonuses in a sector that has typically differentiated jobs through nonpecuniary compensation (e.g., geographic location, working conditions).
This study found that bonuses, along with the other components of the MP program (e.g.,
more effective school leadership) can improve teachers’ value-added. These effects were
persistent over the four years post-implementation. This result using a narrower specification
(i.e., teacher value-added) replicates the findings in Scherer (2014) that MP schools
outperformed other similar schools in the state. Further, this paper found that the improved
performance of these high schools does not appear to be due to differential recruitment or
removal of teachers, using value-added scores as a metric. Prior work noted turnover rates
declined with bonuses, but my work indicates that while overall turnover rate declined, they were
unable to selectively retain the most effective teachers. Instead, the improvement likely
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stemmed from the combination of retention bonuses leading to relatively lower turnover rates,
performance bonuses, effective leadership, and possibly improved working conditions within the
school. These results suggest that a set of policy actions such as those embodied by MP can
improve the performance of incumbent teachers. Although MP did not appear to improve the
recruiting of high quality teacher and the separation of lower quality teacher, perhaps stronger
incentives would do so; that is a matter for future research.
Because of the difficulty in parsing different aspects of the reform, several important policy
questions remain about the underlying mechanisms of this achievement improvement. First, and
importantly, what role did the performance incentives play for teachers and what would happen
if they were removed in subsequent years? If the performance incentives helped improve
teaching practices, arguably causing a permanent shift in effectiveness, then policy-makers could
safely remove the performance bonuses after several years without a drop in student
achievement. However, if the performance bonuses induced an effort to improve, removing
them would result in a subsequent decline in achievement. Existing data could be used to test
this hypothesis by examining teachers who received bonuses at MP schools and subsequently
transferred to non-MP schools. However, these types of changes occurred too infrequently
during the post-MP period of my study to test this hypothesis.
Moreover, if improved achievement resulted because performance bonuses increased
teachers’ efforts, as the gap between MP and non-MP schools decreased, high value-added
scores would be more difficult to obtain (i.e., incoming students would be higher performers so
obtaining large gains would be more difficult to achieve). Thus, in order to maintain levels of
effort, would higher levels of compensation be needed? In light of prior research showing that
performance bonuses alone (individual and team) do not appear to be effective at increasing
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effort (Springer et al., 2010; Springer et al., 2012), there is some comfort that these
improvements in achievement are not solely due to enhanced effort. However, subsequent
research should test this hypothesis.
Finally, while Scherer (2014) showed that MP improved student achievement for high school
Algebra I, the analysis was unable to isolate the cost of MP for Algebra I teachers (e.g., the
amount of recruitment, retention and performance bonuses allocated to teachers and principals as
well as the cost of professional development). Similar to Race to the Top,38 systems where all
compete but not all win could be a very cost-effective way to improve performance. However,
without more precise estimates of cost, I cannot compare MP to other types of reforms. Future
research needs to address this gap in the literature.

38

Race to the Top Executive Summary, http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop/executive-summary.pdf,
accessed June 12, 2014.
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Table 2.1: Incentive Structure for the Original Mission Possible Schools

Principals

Recruitment and
retention bonus

Algebra I

Mathematics
Teacher (with
math degree)1

Mathematics
Teacher
(without math
degree)1

English I

$10,000

$10,000

$9,000

$2,500

$2,500

Level 1

N/A

$2,500

$2,500

$2,500

$2,500

Level 2

N/A

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

$5,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Performance
bonus

School
meets AYP
1

Individuals also needed 24 hours of training in the content area that they would teach
Note: Conditions for Level 1 and Level 2 bonuses were based upon the SAS Institutes’ teacher value-added.
Teachers one standard error above the mean qualified for a level 1 bonus, while those 1.5 standard errors above the
mean qualified for level 2 performance bonus. AYP stands for Adequate Yearly Progress as defined by the North
Carolina state standards.
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Table 2.2: Student characteristics in analytic sample by school type
Non-MP High
Schools

MP High
Schools

Student Characteristics
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other
Free/Reduced price lunch
Female
Age

45%
9%
5%
4%
57%
50%
15.27

66%
11%
5%
4%
74%
47%
15.36

Student performance
Algebra I z-score
8th grade math z-score
8th grade reading z-score

-0.62
-0.70
-0.61

-0.81
-0.81
-0.72

Student Characteristics

Note: All numbers are for 2006. Algebra I and 8th grade math and reading scores are standardized by
subtracting the state mean and dividing by the state standard deviation within grade and year. Algebra I scales
score, black and free/reduced price lunch are statistically different at the .01 level.
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Figure 2.1: Average percent of teachers with three years or less experience over time by
whether the school is a Mission Possible school.
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Figure 2.2: Average percent of teachers fully licensed over time by whether the school is a
Mission Possible school.
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Figure 2.3: Average turnover rates over time by whether the school is a Mission Possible
school.
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of teacher value-added for MP and non-MP schools, before and
after the implementation of MP. The kernel is the Epanechnikov kernel with a bandwidth
equal to 0.10.
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Table 2.3 Average and standard deviation improvements in teacher value-added at Mission
Possible schools

Means
0.35*
(0.09)
[-0.52, 0.09]
593

MP*Post
Standard error
Placebo confidence intervals
N

Standard Deviation
0.03*
(0.01)
[-0.06, 0.02]
593

Note: Difference-in-difference estimates from a regression of teacher value added. Standard errors are clusterrobust sandwich estimator. Placebo confidence intervals calculated by redoing the difference-in-difference
estimator by assigning a comparison school as a placebo "treatment" site. We redo this for all high schools within
Guilford county that existed prior to 2007. We then identify the confidence interval by examining the percentiles
within the distribution. Estimates that exceed the 90 percent placebo confidence intervals are in the top five percent
of the placebo distribution.
*statistically significant using the placebo confidence intervals
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Figure 2.5 Difference-in-difference estimates of MP on standardized teacher effectiveness
by year with clustered standard errors and placebo confidence intervals.
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Table 2.4 Difference-in-difference estimate at various teacher effectiveness percentiles
Teacher performance
percentile
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95

MP*Post
0.25
0.16
0.26*
0.28*
0.31*
0.41*
0.43*
0.36*
0.31*
0.35*
0.28*
0.30*
0.40*
0.40*
0.39*
0.36*
0.39*
0.33*
0.33*

Standard error
0.18
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.17

Placebo confidence
intervals
[-0.47, 0.25]
[-0.41, 0.18]
[-0.48, 0.20]
[-0.44, 0.13]
[-0.63, 0.19]
[-0.64, 0.18]
[-0.61, 0.16]
[-0.64, 0.09]
[-0.67, 0.15]
[-0.67, 0.12]
[-0.74, 0.11]
[-0.75, 0.12]
[-0.76, 0.02]
[-0.73, 0.20]
[-0.51, 0.14]
[-0.57, 0.06]
[-0.59, 0.17]
[-0.47, 0.30]
[-0.85, 0.01]

Note: Difference-in-difference estimates from a quantile regression of teacher value added. Standard errors
are cluster-robust sandwich estimator. Placebo confidence intervals calculated by redoing the difference-indifference estimator by assigning a comparison school as a placebo "treatment" site. We redo this for all high
schools within Guilford county that existed prior to 2007. We then identify the confidence interval by examining
the percentiles within the distribution. Note that there are only 8 other high schools in Guilford county that did not
receive the treatment, and hence show the range of 8 schools in the sample (e.g., the confidence intervals represent
the lower 8 schools in the sample).
*statistically significant using placebo confidence intervals
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Table 2.5 The value-added of teachers entering and exiting MP schools, compared to nonMP schools.
New Hires
-0.11
(0.19)
[-0.98, 1.37]
593

Interaction term
Standard error
Placebo confidence intervals
N

Exits
-0.36
(0.23)
[-0.72,1.04]
536

Note: Difference-in-difference estimates from a regression of teacher value added in column (1) and teacher
exits in column (2). The interaction term in column (1) is between, an indicator for MP status, Post, and an indicator
if the teacher is a new hire. The interaction term in column (2) is between an indicator for MP status, Post, and the
continuous measure of teacher effectiveness, value-added. There are fewer observations for the exit interaction
because I excluded 2010 from the analysis (see text for further description why). Standard errors are cluster-robust
sandwich estimator. Placebo confidence intervals calculated by redoing the difference-in-difference estimator by
assigning a comparison school as a placebo "treatment" site. We redo this for all schools within Guilford county.
We then identify the confidence interval by examining the percentiles within the distribution. Note that there are
only 9 other high schools in Guilford county that did not receive the treatment, and hence we use 80% confidence
intervals.
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3. Can principal and teacher bonuses improve student
achievement? Evidence from a policy intervention in North
Carolina

Abstract
Recent experimental evidence on teacher bonuses has cast doubt on their ability to
improve student performance. An innovative program in North Carolina, however, provides
encouraging new evidence that targeted financial awards for teachers and principals may have a
strong positive effect on academic achievement. During the 2006-07 school year, a North
Carolina school district implemented an innovative comprehensive recruitment, retention, and
performance bonus program for teachers and principals that differed significantly from prior
experiments. Using longitudinal data on the students in these schools, I identify the impact of
this program on students’ math scores by estimating a difference-in-difference model. Results
suggest that while the program was no effective during the first three years of implementation, in
the fourth year it shifted student performance by 0.28 standard deviations. These results provide
evidence that targeted bonuses for teachers and principals could be used to improve academic
performance in schools with large proportions of low-income students.
Keywords: Recruitment and retention bonuses; Compensating differential

A positive work environment in coordination with the appropriate level of compensation are
important factors in determining whether a high-quality employee remains at the same firm over
time. Yet, as a starting point, many urban high-poverty and low-performing schools are
uniformly difficult places to work. Teacher groups have raised concerns about the quality of the
teaching environment in these settings (Marsh et al., 2011). Possibly because of the challenging
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environments, these schools are often plagued by frequent turnover in leadership and teaching
staff. These problems drive down the applicant pool for open positions, resulting in little to no
competition for positions or positions remaining unfilled. While higher compensation is often
used to offset a poor work environment in other sectors, the teacher and principal labor market
offers salary differentials only based upon degree level and years of experience. As a result,
school district employees are highly motivated by non-pecuniary incentives, like better working
conditions, driving many competitive teachers to higher performing schools (Greenberg and
McCall, 1974; Lankford et al., 2002; Hanushek et al., 2004; Clotfelter et al., 2006; 2007). These
conditions might create a skewed distribution of effective teachers and principals away from
low-poverty schools. The driving concern is that if high-poverty schools are disproportionally
populated by lower quality teachers, the educational opportunities provided to students are not
equal.
Whether and how the structure of the principal and teacher labor market affects the
distribution of high-quality educators across schools remains a debated empirical question.
Research using observable characteristics (e.g., experience, licensure, teacher licensure test
scores, and competitiveness of undergraduate institutions) shows consistently that lower quality
teachers (Clotfelter et al., 2005; Clotfelter et al., 2007; Lankford et al., 2002; and Loeb and
Reininger, 2004) and principals (Loeb et al., 2010; Branch et al., 2009) tend to work in lowerperforming, high-poverty schools. However, more recent studies using value-added estimates
(an attempt to measure an individual’s contribution to student learning) shows mixed evidence
on whether high-poverty students receive more effective teachers on average (Sass et al., 2012;
Mansfield, 2014; Buddin, 2011; Steele et al., 2014; Isenberg et al., 2013).
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While the empirical evidence is mixed, policy-makers are trying to increase the supply of
high-quality teachers and principals in lower-achieving, high-poverty schools by providing
teachers and principals incentives to work in these schools. By providing recruitment and
retention incentives, for instance, districts can compensate teachers and principals for more
difficult work environments.

Some recent empirical evidence shows that teacher recruitment

and retention bonuses offered at the elementary, middle, and high school levels can improve the
average value-added of teachers within a school with a high proportion of low-income students
(Glazerman et al., 2013; Scherer 2014; Steele et al., 2014). This research builds on prior work
which found that recruitment and retention bonuses offered at lower performing schools attract
new teachers and reduce teacher and principal turnover rates (Clotfelter et al., 2008; Steele et al.,
2010; Bayonas, 2012).
Importantly, improving principal quality and stability can have a broader effect on the work
environment of high-poverty schools. For example, based upon a cross-sectional analysis of the
North Carolina working-conditions survey, the most important factor in teacher reported and
actual departure rates relates to perceived quality of the leadership (Ladd, 2011). Another study
of first-year teachers in New York City finds that teachers’ perceptions of the school
administration is the most important working-condition factor on their retention decision (Boyd
et al., 2011). Finally, a longitudinal study also using the North Carolina working-conditions
survey data shows that improving the quality of the principal has an influence on every other
aspect of the school environment (Burkhauser, 2014).
All of these efforts—attracting and retaining talent as well as improving working conditions
of staff in low-performing schools—are intermediate steps to improve the academic achievement
of students. This paper investigates whether changing the compensation structure at high-
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poverty schools can have an effect on the final outcome of interests: student achievement. For
this investigation, I examine the effectiveness of the Mission Possible (MP) program.
Implemented in North Carolina starting in the 2006-07 school year, MP awarded recruitment,
retention, and performance bonuses of up to $15,000 for principals and $14,000 for teachers in
high schools serving large proportions of low-income and low-performing students. Principals
and teachers were also provided professional development and facility support. The program’s
theory of change follows a similar logic laid out above where recruitment bonuses would
improve the applicant pool, in turn improving the quality of the leadership and the teaching labor
force. Annual retention and performance bonuses would increase retention of high-quality staff.
Improvement to principal leadership would also improve teacher retention and the overall
working conditions of the school. Ultimately, all of these improvements would improve student
performance through improved teaching quality. Preliminary analysis of MP suggests that some
of the intermediate steps were successful (Scherer, 2014). This research focuses on whether
those intermediate steps led to the desired outcome of improved student achievement.
My analysis uses longitudinal data on North Carolina public school students to estimate the
effect of MP on ninth grade Algebra I test scores. I employ a difference-in-difference model to
compare the MP schools with the remainder of students in North Carolina. In order to account
for potential differences between students in the MP schools and the comparison group, I also
utilize propensity score weights. The results suggest that the combined set of bonuses in
coordination with the other components of the program had large and significant effects on the
students in the MP schools. In particular, there was an average improvement of 0.28 standard
deviations in the fourth post-intervention year. These findings compliment companion research
on MP that providing individual retention and performance incentive compensations for teachers
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can improve the value-added of teachers within hard-to-staff schools (Scherer, 2014). Taken
together, these papers demonstrate to policy-makers that well designed incentive compensation
strategies can be effective levers for student improvements.
In section 1 of this paper, I provide a brief overview of the MP program. In section 2, I
describe the data set I construct for the difference-in-difference and year-by-year difference-indifference models. In section 3, I present high-level results using multiple comparison groups
and specification. Finally, section 4 outlines conclusions and recommendations for policymakers and future research.

3.1 The structure of the Mission Possible program
Mission Possible (MP) is a multifaceted program to attract and retain effective teachers and
administrators in the hard-to-staff schools in Guilford County School District (GCS), North
Carolina.39 GCS is large, diverse, and predominantly low-income. In 2013-14, GCS operated 28
high schools with 23,389 high school students. The student population is 40 percent black, 12
percent Hispanic, and 6 percent Asian. Approximately 60 percent of students received
free/reduced price lunch.
The MP program, which was launched in September 2006, provides recruitment, retention
and performance incentives for certain teachers in a school (see further description below); staff
development; performance accountability; and structural support. The county initially funded
the program in 20 of its lowest-performing schools, including nine high schools. Subsequent
funding from the federal Teacher Incentive Fund enabled the program to be added to another ten
schools for the 2007-08 school year. To select the participating schools, the district calculated a

39

Mission Possible Overview, http://www1.gcsnc.com/depts/mission_possible/background.htm accessed on June 1,
2014.
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weighted average of each school’s percent of students receiving reduced or free meals, Adequate
Yearly Progress (AYP) and ABC status40, and teacher turnover rate. As of 2013-2014, the he
program was still in operation in GCS.
3.1.1 Recruitment, Retention, and Performance Bonuses
Originally, teachers and principals recruited to MP schools needed to be considered “highly
qualified” by the federal requirements. In addition, they were screened and interviewed through
a process modeled after the Haberman Star Teacher Interview, which focuses on how teachers
work with at-risk-youth (Center for Education Compensation Reform, 2008). In later years of
the program, teachers were considered for a recruitment award if they had two or more years of
above average value-added data.
Table 1 reports the recruitment/retention bonuses provided to principals and teachers. The
bonuses ranged from $2,500 to $10,000, with the highest bonuses provided to principals and
teachers in the hardest-to-staff subject, Algebra I. These bonuses were paid to retain teachers
and administrators at their positions in the years after they were recruited.
In addition to the recruitment and retention bonuses, each MP school offered performance
bonuses to both teachers and administrators. To identify high-performing teachers within the
system, the schools used the SAS Institute to calculate annual individual teacher value-added.
Based upon these measures, if a teacher performed one standard error above the mean, he was
eligible for a Level I bonus of $2,500. If instead the teacher performed 1.5 standard errors above
the mean, he was eligible for a Level II bonus of $4,000. High-performing principals were

40

The ABC’s of Public Education is North Carolina’s school-level accountability system created during the 199697 school year. Adequate Yearly Progress is an indicator whether particular schools are making progress toward
federal accountability goals.
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identified through school performance; if a principal’s school met AYP as defined by the state
accountability standards, the principal was eligible for a $5,000 performance bonus.
In Guilford County, teacher salaries are determined largely by a statewide schedule that
varies by experience level, degree attained, and National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards certification status, adding a small district supplement to these schedules. I was
unable to obtain salary schedules for the time of interest and instead use the schedule as of the
2013-14 school year noting that it probably incorporates inflation adjustments. Teacher salaries
ranged from just over $35,000 for a teacher with no prior experience and bachelor’s degree to
over $66,000 for a teacher with 30 or more years of experience and an advanced degree. A
teacher with 15 years of experience and a master’s degree earned about $48,000.41 For this
teacher, a combined recruitment/retention and performance bonus of $14,000 would represent 30
percent of his base salary.
3.1.2 Staff Development
Teachers who received bonuses were required to participate in additional staff development.
Teachers in their first year of the program needed to complete two workshops entitled,
Cooperative Learning and Undoing Racism. Those participating in the second year of the
program were to complete workshops on Differential Instruction and Teacher Expectations and
Student Achievement. The teachers had a 13-month window to complete the professional
development.

41

Guilford County Teacher Salary Schedules,
http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/components/scrapbook/default.php?sectiondetailid=264921&#teacher,
accessed on June 1, 2014.
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3.1.3 Performance Accountability
The district also designed a mechanism to remove consistently low performers. In particular,
if a teacher had negative value-added measures for more than two years or a principal failed to
meet AYP for three years, they were moved to non-MP schools (Center for Education
Compensation Reform, 2008).
3.1.4. Structural Support
Finally, the district provided some additional funding to the MP schools to reduce the class
size of mathematics classes and purchase technologies to aid teaching (e.g., graphing calculators)
(Center for Education Compensation Reform, 2008).
3.1.5 Comparison of Incentive Design with Prior Random Control Trial Research
While other studies have not found statistically significant effects of performance-based
compensation, the size and design of the recruitment, retention, and performance bonuses differ
in important ways from these recent randomized experiments (Springer et al., 2010; Fryer, 2011;
Marsh et al., 2011; Springer et al., 2012). Similar to MP, the Project on Incentives in Teaching
(POINT) in Nashville, TN (Springer et al., 2010) offered large bonuses (ranging from $5,000 $15,000) to middle school math teachers. However, MP’s incentive design differs in several
important ways from POINT. First, MP focuses on the worst performing schools in the district,
while POINT was specifically designed for a sample of schools with various percentiles of test
score. By focusing on the worst performing schools, MP is more likely to have an effect on
students’ test score performance as top performing schools tend to have a score ceiling that is
more difficult to shift. Second, one of the goals of MP was to place some of the best teachers in
the district in front of the most struggling students. In contrast, the objective of POINT was to
improve the efficiency of each teacher by incentivizing better practices. One would expect to
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observe smaller effects for the latter goal. Third, MP not only provided bonuses to math teachers
(though they received the largest bonuses), but teachers of other subjects could qualify as well as
principals. Also, many tested subject teachers were paid recruitment and retention bonuses for
simply staying in the schools. As such, many teachers were guaranteed a retention bonus. Thus,
MP allows for spillover effects for better leadership and non-tested subjects where POINT did
not tackle these peer and leadership aspect performance.
New York City’s School-wide Performance Bonus Program (SPBP) was more similar to MP
(Fryer, 2011; Marsh et al., 2011). In particular, it focused on attracting better teachers to the
worst performing schools in the city. However, SPBP differed from MP in two important ways.
First, bonus amount were awarded at the school-level and allocation of those bonuses were
decided by a committee within the school (potentially allowing for large individual bonuses for
successful teachers and principals). However, often times the bonuses were distributed evenly,
resulting in a smaller per person bonus of around $3,000. Second, retention bonuses were paid
every year to MP school teachers, while that was not the case for SPBP teachers, possibly
weakening the retention effect.
Finally, the Pilot Project on Team Incentives (PPTI) in Round Rock Independent School
District (RRISD) in Texas attempted to fill the gap in the research by implementing a program
that served an above average performing suburban school district with teacher team bonuses
(Springer et al., 2012). While useful to better understand why other incentive programs had
observed no effect, PPTI differed from the MP program in some of the ways already highlighted.
First, and importantly, RRISD was already performing at the state mean. As noted with POINT,
this means that potential differences between the treatment and control groups could have been
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smaller. Second, PPTI bonuses were smaller (less than $6,000) than MP bonuses for high school
math teachers.
Taken together, the MP incentive design substantively differs from the prior randomized
control trials. Thus, there is potential to find a result here despite the fact that research on other
programs failed to find an effect. However, it is important to keep in mind that while the
incentive design could be an improvement over these other studies, my quasi-experimental
research design is weaker when drawing causal inference.

3.2. Data and methods
The North Carolina Education Research Data Center (NCERDC) collects and assembles
student-level administrative data on all students in North Carolina. The data set allows students
to be observed over time so that I was able to follow students from 2002 (5 years prior to the
intervention) to 2010 (four years post-intervention). I linked the End of Course (e.g., Algebra I)
to the End of Grade (e.g., eighth- grade math and reading) exam. I restricted the sample to ninthgrade exams. I focus on ninth grade Algebra I teachers for three reasons. First, recruiting and
retaining Algebra I teachers was a particular focus of the MP program. In particular, these
positions in Algebra I experienced high turnover rates and sometimes remained vacant for years.
As a result, the largest teacher bonuses were awarded to Algebra I teachers. Second, the modal
grade for taking Algebra I in North Carolina is ninth grade, so by examining this grade I capture
when the most students take the exam. Third, very little research has focused on the effect of
bonuses on students’ high school math outcomes.42 Finally, my study focuses on the high

42

The only other study finding test score achievement effects of a recruitment bonus to low-performing schools
focused on elementary schools (Glazerman et al., 2013).
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schools selected during the first year of the program in order to maximize the post-intervention
period.
I further restricted the sample to students who had valid eighth-grade reading and
mathematics scores available43 as well as certain demographic characteristics (e.g., age, race,
free/reduced price lunch status).44 Finally, I separated the sample into MP students and non-MP
students outside of Guilford County (i.e., the rest of North Carolina). The latter category
represents my comparison group.45 Using the remainder of the state as a comparison group has
the advantage of being able to find similar students throughout the state, with the downside that
these students operate under different district regulations, salary structures, and other potential
variations.
Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for MP students and the comparison group in the year
prior to the intervention. On average, the students in the MP schools were significantly different
from the comparison group. The MP students performed worse on both the Algebra I test and
the eighth-grade math and reading test. Furthermore, as expected, the MP students were more
likely to be black and receive free/reduced price lunch. While the difference-in-difference model
(the empirical method that I use – see description below) does not assume that the two groups are
identical, merely that their trend during the pre-period are of similar slope, I estimate a basic

43

This cut the sample size by about 10 percent. While the difference between those with and without eighth-grade
math scores is statistically significant, those without the scores at the MP schools were actually higher performers on
the Algebra I test. As such, any bias introduced by this sample restriction should reduce the size of the effect.

44

Note that the administrative data contain other information about the student (e.g., English language learner), but
I did not include these variables because their quality was inconsistent over time and it would have further limited
the sample. It did not change the results when the model was run with more detailed demographics.

45

Note that I also used the remaining high schools in Guilford County as a potential control group. Those effects
were larger in magnitude than the findings presented here. However, given the small N, and the potential that the
MP treatment had an effect on the non-MP schools (e.g., effective teachers transferring out of the school), I have not
presented those findings.
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propensity score to alleviate concerns about the potentially large differences between the two
groups. I used the following logistic regression model:
Pr
where

1|

(1)

student i was enrolled in an MP school, and
schools) and

1 if

is in indicator of whether the student was enrolled in an MP school (with

0 if the student was in one of the comparison

is a set of observable student characteristics. After estimating the propensity

score, I limit the sample to an area of common support. By performing this restriction, I ensure
that no comparison observation below the lowest treatment observation is included in the
analysis, and no treatment observation is included above the highest comparison propensity
score. Next, I weight the observations using the propensity score (for a more detailed discussion
of propensity score weighting in regression, see Hirano and Imbens, 2001). Descriptive statistics
on the weighted observations are shown in Table 3. The results show that propensity weights
assist in making the comparison sample quite similar to the MP schools. In fact, based upon a
simple t-test, there is no statistical difference between the two groups, implying that the
propensity weights work well.
In order to understand the effect of MP, I first use a simple difference-in-difference model.
My empirical approach is based upon the following regression:
∗

(2)

where Algebra is the Algebra I test score in ninth grade standardized by year for student i, in
school s, during time period t;
group) and 0 otherwise;
otherwise;

∗

= 1 if the student attended an MP school (the treatment
= 1 for the years after the implementation of the program and 0

is the interaction term yielding the effect of the policy change; Xist is a

vector of demographic controls including the eighth-grade reading and math test score;
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are

school fixed effects; and

is an error term. The interaction term between MPs and

captures whether there were any changes in student test scores in the MP schools compared with
the comparison group of the rest of North Carolina.
I compute the standard errors for the estimates with sandwich estimators clustering on the
school. However, a number of papers have raised concerns about the appropriate standard errors
for inference in difference-in-difference models when there is a small number of groups (e.g.,
Bertrand et al., 2004; Donald and Lang, 2007; Cameron et al., 2008; Conley and Taber, 2011).
To address this issue, I adapt the method that Abadie et al. (2010) recommend for the Synthetic
Control Group (and a form of the model that Bertrand et al., 2004 and Conley and Taber, 2011
recommend for difference-in-difference models). Specifically, I use exact inference with
permutation tests based on placebo treatments (Abadie et al., 2010; Bertrand et al., 2004). To do
this, I redo the model using a comparison district as a “placebo” treatment site. Doing this for all
comparison districts gives a distribution of estimated “treatment” effects for each of the placebo
treatments. If the actual estimate of the treatment effect, β in model (2), is large relative to the
variability in the distribution of estimated placebo treatment effects, I would conclude that the
effect I observe in model (2) is larger than would be expected simply due to random variation.
Put another way, the difference would be “statistically significant.” Unlike conventional
regression statistical inference, this procedure makes no assumptions about outcomes for
students being uncorrelated over time or with other students in the same district, although it does
assume that the outcomes for students are uncorrelated across districts in the same state.
A simple difference-in-difference model assumes that the trend in the pre-intervention period
is similar between the treatment and comparison groups. To test this assumption, I employ a
year-by-year difference-in-difference specification where I substitute lead- and lag-year
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dummies for the

indicator. This form of the interaction term will allow me to understand

how the differences between the treatment and comparison groups change each year.

3.3. Results
3.3.1 Simple difference-in-difference model of Mission Possible on Algebra I test scores
The first column of Table 4 shows the basic difference-in-difference estimate of the MP
program on ninth-grade Algebra I student achievement comparing the average differences
between the MP schools and the rest of North Carolina. I show the classical cluster-robust
standard errors in parentheses and the 90 percent “placebo confidence intervals” for North
Carolina in brackets. I include school fixed effects and a set of student-level controls for eighthgrade math and reading test scores, race, age at the time of the test, various indicators for
learning disabilities by subject, and a proxy for poverty.
There is some concern that the placebo confidence intervals are too conservative. In
particular, the placebo confidence intervals assume that the treated schools have the same
variance as the comparison schools. However, if there are significant improvements in the MP
schools during the post-implementation period, this may not be a valid assumption. If the
variances differ substantially, I would be less able to detect an effect. This is why I show the
more classical standard errors as well as the placebo confidence intervals. In addition, I use a
less conservative measure of statistical inference, a 90 percent confidence interval, when using
the placebo measures of statistical significance.
The effect of the MP program compared to the comparison group is large: more than 0.10 of
a standard deviation improvement over the four-year post-implementation period. However,
whether or not this effect is statistically significant depends upon the measure of statistical
inference. Using conventional cluster-robust standard errors, the effect is statistically significant
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at the 0.01 level. However, using the placebo confidence intervals, the effect falls within the 90
percent confidence interval when compared to the state. Since the placebo confidence intervals
are the metric I believe to be the best, it does not appear that MP had an effect on Algebra I
student achievement in the aggregate.
Recall from Table 2 that the comparison group was significantly different than the MP
schools. Given the placebo method of calculating statistical inference, it could be beneficial to
give greater weight to similar students, as the propensity weights do. As such, I rerun the
analysis in Table 4, using the propensity weights. Generally this does not change the magnitude
of the coefficients or their measures of statistical inference.
3.3.2. Year-by-year difference-in-difference specification
One disadvantage of using the change in the means in the classic difference-in-difference
specification is that it could obscure an improving trend post-implementation by taking the mean
over all the post-implementation years. To examine if this is the case, I employ a year-by-year
difference equation disaggregating these effects. This approach also tests the assumption that no
changes in test scores occurred prior to the implementation of MP.
Figure 1 shows the graphical depiction of the year-by-year regression of ninth-grade Algebra
I standardized test scores on the implementation of the MP program. Specifically, each graph
shows the point estimates of the MP and year interaction. The reference year is 2002. The yaxis shows the dependent variable, Algebra I test scores standardized by the annual state mean
and standard deviation. The x-axis shows the spring test years, with a vertical black line through
2006, the year prior to the implementation of MP. I show both sets of confidence intervals. The
traditional cluster-robust 95 percent confidence intervals are indicated by the black dotted
vertical lines, while the 90 percent placebo confidence intervals are shown with a red vertical
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line. However, interpretation of statistical significance will differ between the two sets of
confidence intervals. In the case of the traditional cluster-robust confidence intervals, I would
expect to see the interval exclude zero (i.e., the estimate can be differentiated from zero) in order
to be statistically significant. In the case of the placebo confidence intervals, any estimates that
exceed the confidence intervals should be considered statistically significant. Thus, for example,
if the point estimate is greater than the top of the confidence interval, then it indicates that the
estimate is in the top 5 percent of all placebo estimates.
Figure 1 shows the results of the year-by-year difference-in-difference analysis using the rest
of North Carolina high school students as the comparison group. These results appear to show
that by the spring of 2010, MP exerted an effect on ninth-grade Algebra I test scores. In 2010,
MP schools performed 0.28 standard deviations better than similar students in North Carolina.
Furthermore, while the estimates are noisy during the pre-period, all the point estimates fall well
within both sets of confidence intervals. While there is a slight upward trend starting in 2005,
the positive trend that leads to a statistically significant result does not start until 2008. These
results provide some encouragement that MP influenced Algebra I test scores.
3.3.3. Variation in the program’s impacts
Although the mean impact of the program is important, part of the goal of the financial
incentives and other school improvements is to improve access and subsequently performance of
low-income and minority students. Even though close to three-quarters of the MP students are
either low-income or black, one could imagine a scenario where more effective teachers could be
tracked away from these students. In fact, Steele et al. (2014) find that even though between
schools low-income minority students benefitted from more effective teachers in a couple of the
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sites, within a particular school that was not the case. As such, I investigate the performance of
black and low-income students separately.
Figures 2 and 3 replicate Figure 1, but show the results for only black and free/reduced price
lunch students, respectively. Figure 2 mimics the results for all students in Figure 1, except there
does not appear to be a statistically significant effect in 2010 when I use the placebo confidence
intervals (i.e., the point estimate of 0.27 is not in the top 5 percent of all observed effects
throughout the state). Therefore, even though the magnitude of the effect is similar to the overall
effect, I cannot conclude that black students benefited from the MP program.
Figure 3 show some encouraging signs for free/reduced price lunch students. The figure
shows a similar shape as Figure 1, with no statistical difference between the MP schools and
comparison group during the pre-period, and a statistically significant effect in 2010 using both
sets of confidence intervals. The estimate of 0.30 is the largest magnitude of the three effects.
Such results provide encouraging evidence of MP’s effect on ninth-grade Algebra I achievement.
3.3.4 Evidence that the size of the recruitment/retention bonus matters
One indirect way to test if different size recruitment bonuses matter would be to see how
student test scores changed on the ninth-grade English I exam compare with the results for
Algebra I. Retention and performance bonuses were also provided to teachers in ninth grade
English. The performance bonus was the same size as Algebra I teachers, but the
recruitment/retention bonuses were much smaller (see Table 1). A problem with this approach
is that the effect of recruiting/retaining lower performers cannot be disentangled from the reality
that it might be more difficult to raise student achievement in English I. However, I proceed
with this analysis despite this potential issue.
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Figure 4 shows the performance of MP-school students on the ninth-grade English I test
compared to students at other North Carolina schools by year in a similar format as Figure 1.
From the figure one can see that while there was an increase in performance in 2007, the first
year of the intervention, it continues to hover around zero until 2010. However, in all cases, the
point estimates for the equation are well within both sets of confidence intervals indicating that
we cannot differentiate the effect from zero. This figure provides some preliminary evidence
that the size of the recruitment bonus matters, yet because I am using a different subject-matter
test, this finding needs to be verified in future work. One piece of evidence that corroborates
these findings is that the only study showing that recruiting high performing teachers to lowincome elementary schools has an effect on student achievement used $20,000 bonuses
(Glazerman et al., 2013). As policy-makers consider future efforts to recruit teachers and
principals, the size of the bonus appears to be an important factor.

3.4. Discussion and policy implications
Teachers are one of the most important school-based factors in a child’s education (see
Hanushek and Rivkin, 2006), and effective administrators are an important factor in a teacher’s
decision to stay with a particular school (Ladd, 2011; Boyd et al., 2011; Burkhauser, 2014). MP
is a comprehensive program that attempts to attract and retain high performers in schools serving
high proportions of low-income and minority students in order to improve their academic
achievement. The evidence presented here seems to indicate that programs like MP for high
school freshmen appear to achieve the goal of improving student test scores in Algebra I after
several years of implementation.
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These results are encouraging especially given the size of investment for programs like MP
throughout the country. The federal government through the Teacher Incentive Fund46 as well as
philanthropic dollars, most notably from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,47 have allocated
more than $1 billion to encourage experimentation and incentivize states and districts across the
country to measure and promote more equitable distributions of effective teachers and principals.
In particular, while their study will provide a different effect than the one provided here,
Mathematica Policy Research, Inc. is currently evaluating the effectiveness of MP within
Guilford County. Their study randomizes 20 schools, with 10 schools participating in a
performance-based compensation system while the other 10 will receive across-the-board salary
raises. Further understanding the effectiveness of MP components, rather than the program as a
whole, will help other districts throughout the country if they decide to create similar programs.
While encouraging, these results raise several questions for policy-makers trying to decide
whether to implement a program like MP. First, can the results found in 2010 be sustained for
future years? Unfortunately, the data I obtained only go through 2010, and thus I am unable to
determine if the statistically significant results that I observe continue after the implementation
of the bonuses. The sustainability of these effects needs to be better understood. Second,
unfortunately, the data I collected from NCERDC is not detailed enough to determine a cost per
pupil of the MP intervention. Being able to put teacher and principal programs like MP in the
context of more recent high school research will be imperative for policy-makers when making
decisions about where to invest their education dollars. For example, a different type of

46

Teacher Incentive Fund fact sheet, http://www2.ed.gov/programs/teacherincentive/factsheet.html, accessed on
June 1, 2014.
47

Intensive Partnership for Effective Teaching press release, http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/PressReleases/2009/11/Foundation-Commits-$335-Million-to-Promote-Effective-Teaching-and-Raise-StudentAchievement, accessed on June 1, 2014.
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intervention in Chicago (Cook et al., 2014) found larger effects of 0.65 standard deviations for a
cost between $3,000 and $6,000 per pupil. Finally, while the size of the effects for these
students is “large” by education standards, it is especially important to know how the program
affected more long-term school consequences, like dropout and graduation rates. Performing
this analysis was beyond the scope of this paper. Despite these limitations and open questions,
the preliminary evidence for MP-type programs appears promising.
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Table 3.1: Incentive Structure for the Original Mission Possible Schools

Principals

Recruitment and
retention bonus

Algebra I

Mathematics
Teacher (with
math degree)1

Mathematics
Teacher
(without math
degree)1

English I

$10,000

$10,000

$9,000

$2,500

$2,500

Level 1

N/A

$2,500

$2,500

$2,500

$2,500

Level 2

N/A

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

$5,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Performance
bonus

School
meets AYP
1

Individuals also needed 24 hours of training in the content area that they would teach
Note: Conditions for Level 1 and Level 2 bonuses were based upon the SAS Institutes’ teacher value-added.
Teachers one standard error above the mean qualified for a level 1 bonus, while those 1.5 standard errors above the
mean qualified for level 2 performance bonus. AYP stands for Adequate Yearly Progress as defined by the North
Carolina state standards.
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Table 3.2 Summary Statistics for Mission Possible (MP) and Comparison Schools in 2006
(the year prior to implementation)

MP

North Carolina
Non-MP1

Algebra I

-0.94

0.01

***

Independent Variables
8th grade math
8th grade reading
% Black
% Hispanic
% Asian
% Other
Age at time of Algebra I
% Free/Reduced lunch
Learning disability math
Learning disability reading
Learning disability writing
N

-0.85
-0.76
72%
7%
3%
5%
15.3
74%
2%
7%
6%
259

-0.02
-0.01
29%
6%
1%
3%
15.2
44%
2%
4%
4%
43,843

***

Variable
Dependent Variable

1

***

***
***
*

The "North Carolina" sample consists of all students outside of Guilford County School District (the District in
which Mission Possible operates).
Note: All numbers are for 2006. Algebra I and eighth-grade math and reading scores are standardized by subtracting
the state mean and dividing by the state standard deviation within grade and year. * indicates significant difference
using a simple t-test at the 10 percent level, ** the 5 percent level, and *** the 1 percent level.
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Table 3.3 Summary Statistics for Mission Possible (MP) and Comparison Schools in 2006
(the year prior to implementation) using propensity score weights
MP

North Carolina Non-MP1

Algebra I

-0.94

-0.93

8th grade math
8th grade reading
% Black
% Hispanic
% Asian
% Other
Age at time of Algebra I
% Free/Reduced Lunch
Learning disability math
Learning disability reading
Learning disability writing
N

-0.85
-0.76
72%
7%
3%
5%
15.3
74%
2%
7%
6%
257

-0.84
-0.74
71%
7%
3%
5%
15.3
74%
2%
6%
6%
41,461

Variable
Dependent Variable
Independent Variables

1

The "North Carolina" sample consists of all students outside of Guilford County School District (the District
in which Mission Possible operates).
Note: All numbers are for 2006. Algebra I and eighth-grade math and reading scores are standardized by subtracting
the state mean and dividing by the state standard deviation within grade and year. * indicates significant difference
using a simple t-test at the 10 percent level, ** the 5 percent level, and *** the 1 percent level.
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Table 3.4 Estimate of the effect on Algebra I standardized scores from Mission Possible
students
No Propensity
Weights
0.14
-0.05
[-0.50 , 0.27]
266,976
Y
Y

MP*Post
Standard error
Placebo confidence interval
N
Demographic Controls
School Fixed Effects

Propensity Weights
0.15
-0.05
[-0.37 , 0.39]
266,976
Y
Y

Note: Difference-in-difference estimates from a regression of ninth-grade Algebra I test scores with controls for
eighth-grade test scores, race, and whether or not a student receives free/reduced price lunch (a proxy for poverty);
an indicator for learning disability in math, reading, or writing; and an indicator for gender. Standard errors are
cluster-robust sandwich estimator. Propensity weights calculated based upon a 2006 logistic regression of treatment
status. Placebo confidence intervals calculated by redoing the difference-in-difference estimator by assigning a
comparison district as a placebo "treatment" site. I redo this for all districts within the state of North Carolina. I
then identify the confidence interval by examining the percentiles within the distribution. For North Carolina, I use
90 percent confidence intervals.
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Figure 3.1: The estimated impact of Mission Possible reform on Algebra I standardized
test scores. The dependent variable is the Algebra I test scores standardized by the state mean
and standard deviation from 2002 through 2010. The omitted category in these estimates is
2002. Estimates are from a model that allows for effects before, during, and after the reform was
adopted. The vertical black dotted lines indicate two standard errors (the 95 percent confidence
intervals). The vertical red dotted lines show the 90 percent placebo confidence intervals
described further in the text. All the shown estimates are weighted by the propensity score.
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Figure 3.2: The estimated impact of Mission Possible reform on black students’ Algebra
I standardized test scores. The dependent variable is the Algebra I test scores standardized by
the state mean and standard deviation from 2002 through 2010 for black students only. The
omitted category in these estimates is 2002. Estimates are from a model that allows for effects
before, during, and after the reform was adopted. The vertical black dotted lines indicate two
standard errors (the 95 percent confidence intervals). The vertical red dotted lines show the 90
percent placebo confidence intervals described further in the text. All the shown estimates are
weighted by the propensity score.
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Figure 3.3: The estimated impact of Mission Possible reform on free/reduced price
students’ Algebra I standardized test scores. The dependent variable is the Algebra I test
scores standardized by the state mean and standard deviation from 2002 through 2010 for
free/reduced price lunch students only. The omitted category in these estimates is 2002.
Estimates are from a model that allows for effects before, during, and after the reform was
adopted. The vertical black dotted lines indicate two standard errors (the 95 percent confidence
intervals). The vertical red dotted lines show the 90 percent placebo confidence intervals
described further in the text. All the shown estimates are weighted by the propensity score.
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Figure 3.4: The estimated impact of Mission Possible reform on English I standardized
test scores. The dependent variable is the English I test scores standardized by the state mean
and standard deviation from 2002 through 2010. The omitted category in these estimates is
2002. Estimates are from a model that allows for effects before, during, and after the reform was
adopted. The vertical black dotted lines indicate two standard errors (the 95 percent confidence
intervals). The vertical red dotted lines show the 90 percent placebo confidence intervals
described further in the text. All the shown estimates are weighted by the propensity score.
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